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INCREASED DUTY.

DAN VOORHEES DEAD
The Tall Sycamore of the Wa
bash, Died in Washington
City, This Morning.
TURKISH TROOPS AT HAND

Dr. W. 0. Hunter, the Senatorial
Candidate, Indicted for Bribery by the Grand Jury.

.

FOR GEN. RIVERA

Washington, D.

C,

California Prult-Urowe- rs
Claasoreu. lor Pre- tcctlon for Their Orange., etc.

New York, N. Y., April 10.
The old adage tbat a prophet Is not
without honor save In his own country,
applied to things material, makes plain
why it is that, while, the California
are clamoring for in
creased duty on oranges and fruits in
general from Sicily and other European
growing-region- s,
yet at the same time
California oranges and grapes are
driving the European crops from tbe
English market, and realizing prices
satisfactory both to shippers and mid
dlemen. The only explanation to be
obtained among the wholesale fruit
dealers of this city is tbat the English
are more partial to California traits
than are tbe American people them
selves, and tbat consequently It Is necessary to put a prohibitive tariff npon tbe
European product, in order to force an
Amerioan market for ths American
growers.
It Is noteworthy la this connec
tion that tbe average retail price of
California fruits in London Is from
10 to 16 pur cent, lower than charged
in New York. Chicago and other Am
erioan cities for tbe produots of tbe self.
same orange plantations and vineyards
fruit-growe-

April 10.
Ex Senator Daniel ' W. Voorhees, of
Terre Hauls, Ind., died in tbii city at
6 o'clock this morning.
Daniel Wols.y Voorbe.a,of T.rre Haut.,
w.i born September 261b, 1827, in Liberty
township, Butler oouDty, Ohio, and in hi.
arly Infancy was oarrid by hii parent,
to their pioneer boms in the Wabash valley
of Indiana; w.a graduated from tb. Indiana Aeburyfoow Da Vauw) University in
tudied law and oommonced tb. pfactto. of
jsiw;tnat profession m ltsoi; wa appointed
vuiina ouice. unirios aitorn.y lor laaian
In 1868 and beld tbat office until b. entere
congress In 1861; waa el.ot.d to th. thirty
thirty-eighthirty-nintt.v.ntb,
forty.
:
wa. a. It
nrst, ana torty leoona
lony-mirinn
ior
i.aceu
congress oy

THB

COAT.

CLAW-HAMM-

t,

cone-reis..-
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Keeps Some Congressmen Away
Social Functions.

Fran

Small

reason of tb. nomination of Horace
Greeley ai the democratic candidate for
Washington D. C April 10.
president; wa. appointed United Btate.
aenator to nil the vacancy caa.ad by th. The friends of
Representative Bailey,
death of Oliver P. Morton, and toolc hi

J ..at VnVHmhnr 19r.h. 1R77

wa

4mm rila fail

assigned to the committee oj fluanca ai bl
leading committee and has been a member
of tbat committee to the present time
aoon after entering the senate be address
ed that body in faror of free coinage of
liver and tbe preservation of tbe green
oaca- currency as lull
money
In tbl. speech he laid down the principle.
on wnicn as a airecc issue tne state ot Indiana was carried by the democratic party
tbe following year (1878) by oyer 80,000
majority In tbe election of member, of tbe
returned bim
legislature; this legislature
to the aeuate by twenty-tbre- e
majority ou
ballot
oyer
Benjamin Harrison; was
joint
to January, 1885, by a majority
ot forty-si- x
oyer AlbertO. Porter, and wa.
In Jftniii-tr- .
1Q1. k a m.lnrlrv
of sixty-nin- e
on joint ballot over Alvln P.
Hovey. His term of seryloe expired
Marcn ro, lssn.
-

legal-lena-

ted

DR. W. Q. HUNTER INDICTED.

Frankfort, Ky., Intensely Excited Ov.r tb. U.
S. Senatorial Contest.

Frankfort, Ky., April 10. Sensa.
tlonal developments are expected la
connection with tbe senatorial election
Captain Gaines, a prominent Bradley
man, went before tbe grand jury,
barging Dr. Hunter with offering him
(Gaines) $15,000 for the three votes
necessary to Hunter's election.
There is great excitement attending
tbe balloting for a United States sena-tThe lobbies were jammed
half an hour before tbe joint assembly
met. Only tbe Hunter men responded
to the roll call. Despite the fact tbat
there was no quorum a Dauot was
taken, giving Hunter 67 and Boyle 1.
During tbe progress ot the ballot a
fight ooenrred, and the sergeant-at-arm- s
tried to arrest tbe fighters. The
women crowded under tbe gallery.
Thomas Morrow, of Somerset, was
track by Peter Sanders with brass
knuokles. The assembly was thrown
Into excitement by a report from the
outside tbat Sanders' friends, with
drawn pistols, bad taken him away
from tbe police after bis arrest, The
vote to adjourn resulted In a tie. There
was no change in' the second ballot
and the assembly adjonrned. ,
j
The grand jury met, tbls morning,
and indictments were drawn against
Hunter for bribery. Hunter's managers have issued a written statement,
denying tbe charges and say tbe whole
affair Is blackmail. The whole city is
intensely exolted.
j
'. Spanish General Captured.
Havana, Cuba, April 10. A private
report from Santiago says that General Garcia captnred, near Manzanillo,
the Spanish goneral,Aldave. Gen. Gar-ei- a
will willingly exchange Aldave for
General Ruis Rivera.
Miami, Fla., April 10. Colonel
Nues, secretary of the Cuban republio,
was arrested here, this morning, by
the collector of the port. ." Colonel
NueE landed from a sail boat, last
night, supposedly from Bermuda. He
is wanted in Baltimore fur trial for filibustering, having forfeited his bond.
or

'

tbe democratic leader in the bouse, are
inclined to be indignant over the re.
ports that bave been sent broadoast to
tbe effect that, in declining an Invitation to dine at the white bouse, because
be was averse to the weariog of a dress
suit, be violated all precedents.- As a
matter of fact, there has not been a
oongress since tbe war tbat has not
contained members more or less in
number who avoided all sooiai tunc
tions simply on account of their nn.
willingness to don tbe
ooat and cutaway vest.
Tbe most oonspiouous offender If it
oi recent auministra-i- i
win onttQse
tiohs, in this particular, was
torney lienerai uariana, who persist.
ently absented himself from sooiai
events at the white bouse because be
oould not accustom himself to conven
tional attire.
-

claw-hamm-

er

ex-At-

LIVB MAIL MATTER.

Th. English aov.rnm.nt Will Carry Bcs
Certain Coodltlens,

.a

London, England, April 10. After
e
de
inquiries directed to the
partments of nearly every oountry
within tbe postal nnion, the govern
ment has finally declined to amend tbe
regulations by admitting lire bees
when securely fastened to tbe malls.
Tbe inquiries in question h;ive de
veloped tbe fact that live b ees, in
wooden or tin boxes, with sm Ui - air- boles, are allowed in the mails of
nearly every country ; but the government takes tbe ground tbat in this
country, more than in any ot her, tbe
mail-baare extensively transferred
by apparatus to and from t railway
trains iu motion, and tbat in tbe event
of a breaksge happening to a, consign
ment of live bees, the creator es would
almost certainly esoape into the mail-ba- g
and produce unpleasant results to
tbe
post-offlo-

gs

mall-clerk-

BOOUS DRUGS.

Th. Inadequacy of

tb. Law. In llllto.l.
ing Alarm.

Caus

Chicago, Illinois, April 10. The
arrest in this city of a nest
f
of an Imitation of.'
a
co
ntrolled
nia, drug exclusively
by a
St. Louis firm, and ext ansively pre.
scribed by tbe medical profession for
neuralgia and soiatio r iff actions and
heart troubles, followlt ig close npon
tbe development that the drugstores
of the country bave ben flooded with
an "extract of beef
made In this
has served to call
oity from horse-flesattention to tbe mad iquacy of tbe laws
relating to tnts mosty dangerous form of
fraud, or of substitution,", as it is
politely designated,'; and it is probable
tbat a bill will bes presented to tbe
present session ot tbe legit lature bringing tbe manufn'itucer of imitations of
rUgs other than Datetrt' medicines
within the operation of tae law relat.
Turkish Troops Advancing.
to ,di grievous
ing to "oo
London, England, April 10. Adls. bodily harm uspiraoy
' '
,1
...
i ! u
patch from Ellassona, Macedonia, sayi :
to
,
Close, j
LlKely
of
Edherm Pasha, commander-in-chie- f
PrrTSBDRQ. Fa., April ;10:
An offi.
nas
the Turkish army in Macedonia,
cer of the Carnegie uteel company
received instructions from Constanti- says that r unless s the ,
vernnient
nople to march bis troops across tbe ohanges itsj attitude ' on I armor plate
Greek frontier. The Turkish troops bids, tbe plant of tbe
company at
continue to advance npon the Greek Homestead will be closed "by
June. It
invaders, who will soon be placed in a is said the armor plant at Bethlehem
'
of
Iboru
to
fires
the
'
will also bis olosed.
position exposing
tbe Turks. Tbe Turkish military off- Tb. N.w Chairman.
icers are confident that the invading
foroes will be annihilated.
Cincinnati, Ohir., Aprjl 10. It Is
announoed. 'this
that President
War n Th. Bucket-She10.
McKiDley has dec ded to jnake W. W.
N.
Nkw York,
Y., April
generfi manager of tbe
Tbe open board of brokers, which is Peabody,
Baltimore & Ohi
in tbe street, cessor to Chair o Southwestern, sucthe oldest bucket-sho- p
man Morrison in the
was closed, this morning, by the polloe inter-stat- e
com meroe commission.-on a warrant issued by Magistrate
Aa Unkr,own Woman Sanide.
Mott, acted upon by Chief Collins, of
St. Louis, Missouri, April 10. An
tbe private stall. The raid caused a
unknown, fi'jely-dresse- d
woman, threw
general scare among buoket-sbop- s;
none of them are doing business. Their two ohildr n from the ferryboat "Dr.
customers nave taken to tbe street, Hill," intc, the Mississippi river, this
faarful of additional raids, which it is morning, and jumped in. Tbect.il.
understood are pending.
dren we're resound but the woman was
drowned.
Dying in Prison.
JitrrEEsoNViLLB, Indiana, April 10.
Will not ConsollUate.
CurcAOo, Jlllnois.April 10 Cudahy
Tit). It. Mnsgrave, whoso insurance
Swindles in 18D1, made him notorious, Brothers deny that they have any inAfter tention of forming quadrangular
ar.
is dying in prison, here,
iiicmt'ing a woman". n lor $'35,000, he ranf,em Bts fjr the control ot tho oil
secured a skoloton in Ct. Louis, burned iuavkot8 of the world. They sny, tbey
I .r bouse tioar Terre Haute, Ind., and will never consolidate with the Stand;'iiiujud t!ao chaired bonos wer bora. ard, oil copipapy.
manu-facture-
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on Local Products Finding
Favor in Washington.
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Can
CELERY Compnro
COMPOUND.

:

'

'

las vegas, new mexico.
?

" JOSHUA 8. BAYNOLDS,

President

'
. A. B. SMITH, Cashier
Read tho Really Wonderful Expericnco" Jf '??;V?OLLARS,'
iv LV F. ADAMS, Assistant-- Cashier..
ri ! - ST!'
".J. 1 TT!. SI
T
'tfTIP1',
Kcv. ur, uauey anu uis uoou wiie,
Accounts Received Subject to Check,
and tho Indorsements of Other. Emi
interest Paid on Time Deposits.
nent Divines.

"THREEFRIENUS"

Proposed in Ad
ministration Circles in the

A Commission

i

SUFFERERS

FOR

.

April 10
The pressure from the west, for tbe
highest duties on losal produots, is al
ready bearing fruit. Tbe
tee of the senate flnanoe oommittee,
considered on all sides tbe subject of
the duty oa hides. While the matter
is not definitely settled, conclusions
have been ros.ob.ed wbioh will warrant
the statement that hides will be re
moved from tbe free list. This ooo- cession meaos tbe surrender of eastern
influences to the exigencies of tbe
situation.
D. (J., April 10
VTAsmitOTOH,
Marshal Field, of Chicago, with a big
delegation, is here fighting the tnriff
tblll. Hssays:
"It's the worst tariff
Ibill that was ever dratted; t not only
m regards tbe rates of duly Imposed,
but In the complicated and ambiguous
tmethods ot imposing thera. There is
Hcaroely a line in the bill tbat will not
leave to be interpreted by the supreme

1'

,'A
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&

.
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Washington, D.
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Interest of
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COMPANY;
'

K-

East Las Vegas and,

Socorro, New Mexico

ll

'

-

'

Wholesale. Grocers. Wool, Hides,
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural Implements.'" Alfalfa, Grass, Cane

I

and Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed
Wheat

Ranch and
Mining Supplies.

was sharply criticised
in tbe bouse,
lie oomplalned of one man power.
Congressman Mabany, of New York,
was applauded vooiferously, be being
tbe only republican who openly msu
Heated bis opposition to tbe speaker's

Fence ,Wire, Nails. Picks and Shovels, Blasting and Giant Powder,
Cement, Sheep Dips, Sulphur,
Wool Sacks. Dried Fruits, California and Eastern Canned Fruits
and
Farinaceous
Vegetables,
Goods. Navajo Blankets.

y,

rf'fk

policy.
SIMPLY A BLUFP.
A Propased Cwlaslwi to Inausurat. an Inter
aatloasd 3Uver Conference.

Washington, D.

April 10
A movement is on foot, backed by tbe
administration, to bave tbe present
congress name a commission to inau
gurate an international cocfurenoe to.
ward the promotion ot
This move will be made to follow out
tbe promises of the republicans In tbe
campaign. The object of tbe commis- ion will be to secure tbe
ot other nations in establishing au in
ternational
standard.
This is the Wolcott programme, but
on the authority of one near the ad
ministration, tbe commission will be
formed simply as a bluff, with a view
The
to quieting tbe silver agitation.
oonferecce will not be
poshed. Tbe administration has pl&n
ned to bave tbe paramount issue of I be
coming elections made at the Dingley
bill, thus foroing the democrats to attack the republican platform on tire
tariff, and not tbe financial issues.

C,

,

Relieving Want.
Memphis,
Tenn., April 10. Six
officers of the United States army who
have been detailed by Secretary Alger,
for the overflowed country and will
personally look after tbe work of re

lieving want, arrived at Memrhli, to
day. Tbe f200,000 reoently approp nat-ed by congress are in tbe hands of tiese
men and tbey began purchasing supp lies
and distributing tbem. Postal autt or- ities inaugurated a skiff mail serv oe
between points in Mississippi und
ten towns.
i
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 10. Th
fond for Mississippi flood sufferers hat'
reached f3,100.
Sold Her Finger.

New York, N. Y., April 10.
Grace Dlnsmore, who bas little money
and an ambition to become i great
singer, came to New York, last night,
from Blngbampton, to sell tbe middle
finger of ber right band for $1,000.
Mrs. Ci V. Barton, of Houston, Texas,
came he're to have ber diseased finger
by a sound one. A surgeon
advertised for a finger. A doze o res
ponded, but Miss Dicsmore was o ooseo.
She says she will finish ber musical
'
studies with the $ 1,000.
j
,

"Throe Friend..4'

tb.
Jacksonville, Fla.,
Bryan and

Here is a letter from the pastor of
the most influential church in South
Baltimore, that every truth seeker
should read carefully.

her, and one bottle of Paine 's celery
compound has done her more good
than all of tlje other medicine. She
and I are together using Paine's celery
Every disheartened sick person and compound, and I will with pleasure
every man or woman who .has lost Know tne resmt. Fraternally,
faith in the remedies he or she has
William T. Bailey.1 '
i,
r
' . ...
tried because nojx of ithein has done
any tgood every one who iu sick
Baltimore, 'May 18, 1896.
IMS
onght to be cheered np and filled Wells, Richardson & Co..
with new hope and determination by
Gentlemen: It is impossible for me
the letter written by Rev. William T. to
express tne emotions of my heart on
ft
uaiiey, pastor- ol tne Curtis Hay the great good Mrs. Bailey and I have rf-most
influential
the
church
Church,
use
derived
lrom
'
the
of Paine s celery
in South Baltimore.
.
I am anew. man. We
On March ti, 1806, the Baltimore compound.
have taken together eight bottles, and
Sun, under display headlines, publish I wish to continue
its use. The peoed the following news of Rev, Mr. Bai
ple of my church are very kind to the
affliction:
ley's
and I have given to some of the
"Rev , W. T. Bailey, pastor of the poor,
with which to purchase
poor
money
Curtis Bay Baptist church, was para the medicine. You
EVERYTHING IN
may use my name
lyzed in the tongue while preaching if yon wish and 1 will with pleasure
SCREEN
WIRE SCREENS,
DOORS,
and lost the power of answer all communications sent me
Sunday night,
'
The congregation ( was at I believe the
speech
SCREEN
is
best
WIRE
POULTRY
in
tbe
the
CLOTH,
NETTING,
remedy
was world.
once dismissed, and Dr
Yours very truly,
GASOUNl! STOvES,
called. He said Mr. Bailey was suf
CREAM
ICE
FREEZERS,
Wm. T. Bailey,
fering from a severe attack of nervous
Pastor Curtis Bay Baptist Church.
FISHING TACKLE.
prostration caused by hard study and
J
rest
must
have
he
and
that
overwork,
'
'
and quiet.
ALSO ','
A few weeks asfo there was publish
The whole city was shocked. The ed a testimonial of the great virtue of
Paine s celery compound from Rev,
papers soon began to record an
PICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL POWDER,
Charles L. Thompson; D. D.'LL. D.,
SUPPLIES.
FUSE, GENERAL MINING
On April iotn, 1800V tne louowing the eminent Presbyterian preacher of
open letter .was addressed to the pro- New YorJ City. Rev. Dr. Meek, ed
prietors of, Paine 's celery compound: itor of. the Central Methodist, recently
South Baltimore,, M.d j April 13, '96. wrote an open letter, telling that Paines
Messrs. Wells, Richardson & Co,,
celery compound had worked a re
MASONIC
TEMPLE.
I was taken very ill markable cure in his case And last
Gentlemen:
:!.dJtlPwhile preaching Easter Sunday night. month the great temperance'evangel-ist- ,
Mv doctor could not help me. so I dis
Francis Murphy, told the public
charged him and began to use Paine 's how Paine's celery compound had
v.' .'
celery compound with: crushing effect. been a blessing in his family.
I will not hesitate to say tnat it is tne , These are a few among thousands.
best medicine in the world. I am,
Every one knows conscientious,
charitable persons who are too busy,
Fraternally,
William T. Bailey.
more often too procrastinating, to save
their health from going to pieees, find
-!:
Sold on. .1 -.,
find it easier to'help others than them-- ,
Later in the year, the proprietors of selves.
'fill
Such
the
.
USO!i
up
army
i
this wonderful remedy received still of broken down:persons
business men arid sick- another, letter from. Dr. Bailey; as fol
lows:
:
Every qne.in this spring tinie needs,
I propose to do what I
Gentlemen:
to purify the blood and regulate the
can to let people know of your Paine's nerves.
'
y
not by
Carry home
celerv compound, the medicine that and
We have
received a: full assortment.
a bottle of Paine's celery.com-pound- .'
by
I
shall
mucbgood,,
. .
...
Cure nervousness neuralgia,
Also all kinds i of POULTRY NETTING,
own way,, ah .speaking 01 my
in,my arid
and
rhetnuatism
'this
You
from
springy
the
SCREEN WIRE; SCREEN DOORS, FENCE
great improvement
rapid
can now put
health on a sound
pulpit, give as is justly due, tribute to basis by means
comof
Paine's
WIRE and all seasonable goods to be sold
celery
Paine's celery compound. I married,
'
V,:,
.'
six years ago. Miss Lillie B. Dunna-van- t, pound.'-'
lowest possible prices
the - - Charity should now. begin at home
a lady well, known in social life,
to
Attend
own
health
and
that
of
your
the niece of Capt. Robert P. Lewis, U:
S. navy. During the wnole six years your family.
Paine's celery compound is within
OLD, TOWN HARDWARE STORE.
she has been an invalid, suffering
from hysteria, laughing, crying and the reach of every family where there
is a member afflicted by "any stomach.
screaming, so that she could be"' heard liver or
kidney trouble. It cures perI have had a great deal
for squares
of trouble and expense. Eighteen manently and rapidly
it must be distinguished from other
1S A AA A A
doctors have, first and last, attended
J t, Jt, A Jt,
"remedies. V
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Stoves and Steel Ranges
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nstall men is

.

to-da-
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i
i

just

cm

i

i

at

atjthe

April 10.
'tis afSome amusement is expected,
little
a
tr
and
onble,
ternoon,
perhaps
over tbe projected trip of W. J. JJryan
to the mouth of the river. The committee bas arrsaged to take the "1 'hree
Friends," Hbe famous filibuster, for
tbe trip. Tbe captain of tbe federal
boat "Houlwell" says the boat oa a not
pass bis vessel at any time, unless she
Just received, a complete stock of new
,
stops and Is examined.
wall payer, by ji. O. Coors.
llBtf

t

&

MANZANARES

ir

oourt."
Jerry Simpson

y Speaker Reed,

-- 1

j.

''

i

'

i

,

Two Drowned.

Kkt West, Florida, April 10
.from
While lowering a boat,
the United States cruiser ".Marble-headthe davits broke and three
sailors were thrown into tbe sea. Tvo
were drowned. Several canon, sho's
were fired In an attempt to bring tn
bodies to the surface.
",

1

Bas. Ball Again.

Dktroit, Mich., April 10

Pres-

Tbera will be exquisite

It

to avoid ciisappOioimeDt.

If yon want to tuy or .ell e att'e, wool cr
,
don't fall to tee or write J. Mini, m,
woul and live stock broker, East Las
N.w Mexico. He will save you

.ht-ep-

Ve-pa- s,

money,

w222&dtf

Engineer Geo. Wheat, one of th.
careful men on the road, baa served Ave
dajs' suspension on account of getting a
pair of wheels off a short rail.

1??

Baltimork, Maryland, April

10

II

Specials.

Plaza

Our Children's wear department is complete,
consisting of the highest novelties of all kinds

.US

pieces fast color Percales,

33

to

38

inch

83-4- c

.

.

Children's Percale Waists, all colors and sizes.

23 styles of children's caps, all colors
sjp

."

!n

iand shapes.

Ladies' Sailor Hats, white, black and navy.

suits, trimmed with braid.
Children's Waists, all sizes and
2-pi- ece

Colors.

It

now
President MoCinley and
MolCid. crowded with all manner
desirable
U.
i
visited
S.
at
naval
aoailmnv
the
thero
but
another
ley
household lurnlKbinfjK,
to arrive yet. llfeld's will bave to
Annapolis, tbls morning. Tbe ''Dol- carload
to make routu for 1L
left
on
at noon
the i.tturu trip to nil nome furniture
phin"
That's ti. fUc. to tov,
Washington,
HfgLP's, tbe Plaa.
Ii

llfolj's furnltur. show room
of

of

25

most

for tho springtime
bouse.

South Side

Rosenwalfs,

tnat-ttK-

'

i

4

;

ident Vanderbuck, ot the Detroit team,
la negotiating for tbe Louisvil jb nation,
8,
Housekeeper, looking for carpets,
si league franchise, and says
and oilnlotua, need only visit
tbat be has hopes of arrangi ag it at a i'lfld'arugs
to
room
tiennade
liappy.
carpel
Ttiera is dlaplsyed about every i'u'mn
satisfactory price.
renovation of the
Th. McKlnleye.

i

new things in

Easter hats and bonnets exhibited at
Monday. Ladies must order early

,....,.!

Cashmere

Infants' Caps,

In

Cloaks,

42

inch Serge, strictly all wool, valued at 68c,
our price

.

t

,"t,,a-i'4'w-

ltl

O

gi'

O

Rosenwald's,

OOOOOOO
lit .will

S

33c

I

'

iii
--

Just Vcwiv'eh.a full line of Ladies' Collars and
o

3

19c

We have the most complete line of ladies' Sailor
llata in town and our prices are the lowest.

Robes, etc.

CulT'.s, of all sizes,

'

NO.

Vice-President- ...

BRYAN ON

J

First National Bank,

fJOW WITHOUT A RIVAL!

WESTERNJPRESSURE

(

V4U Proposition.
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WHEN WAMPUM WAS MONEY.

TIIKCITY OF BAGHDAD
THE ANCIENT CAPITAL A3
TODAY.

13
i

IT

Kastern

I'lutuuratiy

and Touring

filth,

Squalor

Mosu.ues.

(Special Letter.)
HE famous
(m
m

OlB CUT

utignuaa, ions
renowned lor its
commerce and 1U
wealth, la now the
capital of the Turkish pashallo of the
same name.
It
on
stands
both
banks of the Tigris,
and is situated on
an extensive and
desert plain, which has scarcely a tree
lor village throughout Its whole extent.
JThe city is surrounded by a brick wall
five miles In circumference, and the
Tigris is crossed by a bridge of thirty
'boats. The city has a most picturesque
:appearance from a distance. It is eneir-.cle- d
and interspersed with groves of
'date and other trees, through which
one may catch the gleam of domes and
:mlnarsts. On closer Inspection, how
ever, the view does not improve. The
streets are narrow, dirty, crooked and
xinpaved, full of ruts and strewed with
'the carcasses of animals. The task of
.removing this offal Is left to dogs, the
only public scavengers known in Baghdad. The whole town has been built
'without the slightest regard to ru-laritThe streets are even more intricate and winding than those In suoet
other oriental cities, and with the
exception of the bazaars and some open
squares the Interior Is little else than
a labyrinth of alleys and passages. The
streets are unpaved.and in many places
o narrow that two horsemen can
(scarcely pass each other, and as it is
seldom that the houses have windows
facing public thoroughfares, and the
doors are small and mean, they present
cn both sides the gloomy appearance of
01
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MISS FURMAN OF EVANSVILLE
HAS WON FAME.
fcuiio- -'
The Authoress of "Htorlns or
tilled Town" Win ft (iumilne Kustlo lu
Her rhlUlhooil Hays A Close Olnerver
of Natui'i) and Custom.

(Evansvllle (Ind.) Letter.)
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success of "Sto- -

Town" has. hrouirht
many inquiries to
this city as to the
personality of its
audistinguished
thor. In a life so

short

as Miss

Fur-man'-

there

ufti.iT

mn4ii.il

t

T

naturally few
to give to the
public. She was born and brought up
In an old and prominent South Carolina family, and her mother, Jessie Colling Furman, was a Kentucky girl, who
was greatly admired for her beauty of
person and of character. Whe Miss
Furman was but seven years old her
mother died, and eight years later her
father was taken. Both parents were
intellectual, and the little girl inherited
an unusually bright mind, which with
her alert way of looking at things
and her original humor, was a guarantee that something out of the common might be expected of her.
Perhaps no one enters so intimately
into the homes and hearts of people as
their family physician, and nearly all
doctors could, If they had the lelaure
and the literary inclination, tell true
tales that would hold the mind lmpera
tively. As a little girl, Misa Furman

de-tal- la

.
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LUCY F. FURMAN.

VIEW OF
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All the buildings, both
dead walls.
public and private, are constructed of
furnace burnt bricks of a yellowish-re- d
color. A house is generally laid out in
a range of apartments opening into a
equare, and furnished with subterranean rooms into which the inhabitants
retreat during the day for shelter from
.the intense heat of summer; and with
terraced roofs on which they take their
evening meal, and sleep in theopen air.
The interiors of the houses of the rich
ere splendidly furnished, and decorated
In a most gorgeons manner.
The inhabitants of the city are supplied with water from the Tigris, which
.Is brought to their homes In the skins
of goats; water works, cisterns and
pipes being unheard of in Baghdad.
The population of Baghdad is said to
inumber about a hundred thousand, and
la a mixture of nations from various
countries of the east. The chief officers of the government, civil and military, are of Turkish extraction; the
merchants and traders are almost all
of Persian or Arabian descent, while
.the lower orders consist of Turks,
Arabs, Persians and Indians. There are
some Jews and Christians, who remain
distinct from other classes; while the
strangers in the town are Kurds, Persians and desert Arabs In considerable
numbers. As every nationality retains
Its own peculiar dress, It may be easily
conceived what an extraordinary Variety of costumes is to be seen daily i the
The dress ct the
streets of Baghdad.
female is mean; women of all classes
oeing enveloped in blue checked eloth,
with their faces covered by hideous
'

--

veils of black

horse-hai-

r.

declined from its
,. Baghdad has much
Ancient Importance, but Is still the seat
The city
of considerable commerce.
today contains upwards of a hundred
mosques, the domes and minarets of
which are said to Te finer than those of
Constantinople.
,

often rode with her father on his dally
rounds of visits in town and country,
and thus early acquired an Inslglj Into
the lives of the people that has been In
valuable to her. .When In later years
the singular experience of sanctlflca-tio- n
took complete possession of a certain little community In which she was
Interested, it was but natcral that she
BAGHDAD.
should put pen to paper and tell about
the ludicrous and the pathetic incilections in the church exceeded the cur- dents that thrilled the simple
hearts
rent expenditures the surplus seewan in the sanctified town. It was equally
was usually invested in cows. Such natural that so
young a girl should be
cows were given into the care of redoubtful of her own powers. sponsible members of the congregation
At the suggestion of a friend, Miss
on a yearly "butter rent" of 12 pounds
Furman sent some of her stories to
a
those
that is,
persons accepting
James Whltcomb Riley, whom she has
cow from the deaconry had to pay an never met.
Surely no more cheering
annual rent of 12 pounds of butter or and
words were ever written in
helpful
Its value in seewan. The price of but
by a famous writer to one just
ter amounted in the winter of 1679 to reply
beginning the hazardous path of au22 stivers per pound, so that the
thorship; and though Miss Furman
then received 13 guilders and i has
had many laudatory letters since
1715
one
cow.
the
After
stivers for
her book appeared, there Is not one of
"butter-rent"
business them that she cherishes as she does
deacons quit the
and confined themselves wholly to the first from Mr.
Riley, bidding her
money-lendin- g
as a means of increas
godspeed.
revenues.
Some
from
the
ing
ranging
The first stories she wrote were pub10 guilders to 4,000 guilders were put
lished by the Century Magazine. The
C
out at interest at the rate of per cent
Century Company issued her first and
per annum, though in a few cases bor- only volume, "Stories of a Sanctified
rowers were exempt from paying in- Town."
terest.. It cost from 2 to 5 guilders in.
Miss Furman has been for several
seewan to get married in this vicinity years a resident of Evansvllle.
two centuries ago, and a funeral was
accompanied with a pall rent of 6 guil
Skeleton Dance of New Sooth Wales.
ders seewan for an adult and 3 guilders
The skeleton dance is a tribal event
for a child.
of great Importance among the natives
A level spot,
of New South Wales.
OLD SCHOOLHOUSE.
edged by a forest, somewhere near
It's In Kentucky, and Is . Erected West their huts is chosen. Then, when night
of the Alleghenles.
falls, a huge fire is built by the women
(Special Leter.).
and youngsters, while the young men
On a hillside, near the border line who are to dance retire to arrange
that divides Woodford from Fayette their toilets. This is done by chalkcounty, in Kentucky, stands a dilapi ing their bare, brown bodies with pipe
dated stone building that was the first clay in lines to represent bones; broad
educational institutions erected west of lines for the arms and legs, and narthe Allegheny mountains. It la con
rower ones for the ribs. The orchestra
siderably more than 100 years old, and consists of a lot of shields vigorously
the school conducted within its walla beaten, and accompanied by voices the
Was the original branch of the famous
reverse of tuneful. When the fire burns
Transylvania university. Two presibrightly, throwing the surrounding
dents, George Washington and John landscape into deeper gloom and the
Adams, made liberal contributions hideous din of the war shields rends the
toward building and maintaining this sky, there suddenly emerges from the
school.
shadows of the wood what appears to
Among the famous men who, as boys, the horror stricken spectator to be a
received the first rudiments of an edu- company of skeletons. They execute a
cation in this old stone schoolhouse series of violent and curious contorWere Governor Allen Trimble of Ohio; tions of the arms and legs, much reGovernor Clark of Kentucky; J. Cabell sembling the performances of a pasteBreckenridge, the father of General board jumping-jackeeping time to
John C. Breckenridge; Dr. Robert the rhythmic clashing of the shields.
Breckenridge and his son,
then they suddenly vanish from view
W. C. P. Breckenridge; Thomas as if by magic.
This disappearance,
F. Marshall, Kentucky's famous ora- so surprising to see, is really very sim
tor; and Dr. L. W, Green, president of ple in execution. Since the bodies of
Hampden-Sidne- y
the dancers are only chalked in front,
college.
they have only to turn round to cause
their dusky forms to vanish In the
gloom of the background.
dea-con-

.
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Footeear la Foreign I.ndThe Portuguese shoe has a wooden
sole and heel, with a vamp made of patent leather, fanciful, showing the
flesh side of the skin. The Persian
footgear is a raised nhoc, And is often
a fact high; it is made of light wood,
richly inlaid, with a strap extending
over the instep. The Muscovi'e shoe is
n
on a wooden frame, and
but little attention is paid to the shape
of the foot; leather is sometimes used,
but the sandal is generally made of
Bilk cordage and woolen cloth.
The
Siamese shoe has the form of an an
cient canoe, with a gondola bow and
an open toe; the sole is made of wood,
the upper of inlaid wood and cioth,
and .the exterior Is elaborately orna
mented In colors with gold and silver.
-

hand-wove-

be-lo-
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Tit-Bit- s.

Swell Society.
(Special Leter.)
Miss Alice Castleman of Louisville,
Ky., is accorded the distinction of being one of the prettiest society women
in America. At the grand charity ball
in New York city a week or two ago,
John Jacob Astor, to whom tell the
honor of selecting the belle of the night
placed the crown on Miss Castleman's
head. The beautiful Miss Castleman,
to whom this honor was entirely unexpected and far from welcome, was so
confused by the notoriety into which
the Astor's artistic approval- Immedi

ately brought her that she left the city
and returned to her southern home, in
the suburbs of Louisville. Miss Castleman's mother was a Miss Alice Bar-beOn her mother's side Mrs. Castleman was descended from several distinguished Irish and English families.
She was the daughter of the Hon. John
Barbee, who was the mayor of Louisville In the palmy days of 1854 and
1855. The Hon. John Barbee was the
grandson of Eliasarbee, one of the
pioneers of the young; state. He with
his five brothers and his father, enlist
ed In a Virginia regiment of the Revo
lutionary army. Upon the close of the
war, father and sons, still united, went
to Kentucky. Tall, straight as an arrow. General Castleman, the father of
this queen of women, was a famous
figure all through the stormy days of
the 60's, when be rode as a major in
the wake of Morgan.; Alice Castle
man is a girl of nineteen summers,
with oval face, broad brow, violet eyes,
waving chestnut hair, Grecian nose, a
mouth denoting determination, a per
fect chin, divinely dimpled, standing
five feet eight Inches, a creature of
Miss
beauty, grace and symmetry.
Castleman is a good dancer, an accomplished musician, plays tennis and golf
equally well, and is a fearless rider and
driver. She never appears to better
e.

-

One of New Zealand's Curious Birds.
A curious little bird is the weka,
which is found in the Alpine region In
the South Ialand of New Zealand. It
is described by Mr. Arthur P. Harper,
B. A., In an account of his explora
as
tions, Just C'Ntshed. The

yic.

'MYSTICAL AUSTRALIA

practice with scrupulous exuetnts
number of hidooiit custom and
which hkve been handed down
DESCRIPTION OF THE GREAT from his fathers, and of the origin or
reason of whlca he knows nothing.
SOLITARY DESERT.
Ofttlmrs kind and even affectionate to
those of his children who have been
Marvelous Canons Never Penetrated hy
permitted to live,- he Btlll practices,
Jtavs from Uie Bun How the Matlve without any reason except that his
Dresses, and noiue of the lluruarou
father did sii before, the moat cruel and
Custom.
revolting mutilations upon the youug
A
men and maidens of his tribe.
(Speclul Letter.)
J
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HAT portion i of
Australia wnlcn is
known as the Solitary desert region
an
lu practically
arid desert. There

scientist recently returned from this
desert thus describes the native: "In
returning from the Horn expedition my
only companion was a
nicknamed Slim Jem.
He was quite
nude, and rode my second horse. He
wne the most tactlturn native I ever
met; and only ome, when our food ran
short, and I suggested to him that he
should tighten bis girdle so as to engender a feeling of' repletion, did I
rouse him to a sense of repartee, and
he exclaimed: 'Me big one hungry.' On
our first arrival at Crown point on the
river Flnke, I Invited him to the camp
at dinner time to get .something to eat.
I didn't tell him not to' dress for dinner, because I knew he wouldn't. He
was a sort of king in his own country,
and had brought his queen with htm.
He was dressed In a coat of black
grease plus a bone through his nose.
She was also dressed in a coat of black
greatie, plus the crown Jewels, consisting of a dog's tooth necklace.
They
were not announced; it was quite unnecessary; I knew when they were approaching. They came with a fair
wind. I could tell when they were between mo and the camels.
We dined
early, and I think they enjoyed their
dinner."

and luxuriant vegetation. But the rainfall has diminished to almost vanishing point, and
sometimes thrte years 'intervene beThe
tween the tropical downpours.
country has at some period been cov
ered by showers of volcanic, ashes, saturated with water, and much of this
sand has become cemented Into desert
,

j

t
sandstone.
The seiise of solitude and desolation
that oppresses one in these sand hills
Is most
appalling.. From the time you
enter them you are dominated by the
one desire to get out of them.
Many
a poor fellow never has got out of
them, but has perished from thirst.
With the exception of the plaintiff wall
of the dingo or the hum of the ubiquitous blow fly, absolute silence reigns.
As far as the eye can reach in every
direction over the plains there is nothIN SHETLAND.
ing to be seen but bare shining stones, One of the Most Kcmurkable Mights to
having a polished surface, from the
He Keen There.
and continually blowing over them. "
'
'
'
(Special Letter.)
They are locally known as "gibberB"
The Shetland Islands exhibit some
(hard g). As a traveler puts lu "These
gibbers are a geological feature to be startling and picturesque arrangements
If we looked out to the In rocks, one of the most remarkable
remembered.
horizon we looked over glbberg the examples of which lies off the south- We traveled all day
whole distance.
for weeks over gibbers; we slept at
night upon gibbers; we even found
email portion of gibbers in our food."
are three parallel
The MacDonnells
ranges of mountains running east and
west and separated by narrow valleys;
the most remarkable of these, which
has been mapped by tlie explorer, ba
been named "Horn Valley." The total
- ,
t
f
length of this extraordinary valley Is
100 miles, and it is only 400 yards In
width.
It Is flanked on both sides by
rugged wall like ranges of rock 700 to
800 feet In height. The only passes are
A SHEEP PASTURE.
the narrow rocky gorges through
which the watercourses pass.
There are no permanent streams In east coast of Bressay, and is known
Central Australia, but in times of trop- as the Noss. It is famous, not only
ical rains immense volumes of water for the peculiarity of the formation,
rush down from the barren hills. The but also for a strange and dangerous
Flnke river Is the largest of these water custom which prevails there. The Noss
courses; it drains an Immense area, is called an island, and it answers to
running north and south, and has many the definition, since it is certainly an
Important tributaries. One of the ex- extremely solid "body of land" and the
traordinary features of this country is bleak northern sea foams completely
that the Flnke river, taking its rise around it. But it looks more like a
for it is a
nortl of the MacDonnells and running huge .black "stand-pipe,- "
southward, impinges on the first of the cylindrical column 160 feet high, its flat
One top having an area not much larger
ranges, running east and west. strik-lhg
than an ordinary village dooryard. A
would expect that the river, on
this solid wall of rock at a right child could almost throw a stone across
anele would be deflected from its it. It is said that more than 200 years
course, and would flow along the foot ago a reckless bird hunter, tempted
of the range, but not so; the mountain by the eggs of the numberless Bea gulls
chain is rent asunder at this point, and which whitened the top of this giant
a deep and rocky gorge 1b formed, hav- column, and further Influenced by the
ing walls of bare rock over 1,000 feet in promise of a cow, actually succeeded
in scaling the almost perpendicular wall
height, between tnese river passes.
Some of these cliffs are so nearly ver- of rock and establishing a sort of rope
tical that the sun hardly ever penebridge between the island and the
trates into the gloomy depths of the mainland.
When he had' driven his
crosses
then
the
river
The
gorges.
stakes and secured the ropes, his
a
like
phenomenon friends entreated him to be the first to
Sandy valley, and.
I ne secuuu wuuuwiii cu&m ia
occurs.
the new device. But whether he
rent asunder in the same manner, and try
suspicions as to its safety,
I or whether he was
1
prompted by mere
a,in
hih
paraimi
bravado, certain it is that he refused,
south
Bide.
on
the
The
for its escape
and chose rather to return by the same
Central Australian aborigine is the livtrack by which he had come.
a
stone
of
age, who perilous
ing representative
But as he was slowly and painfully
still fashions hlB spear heads and
toiling down from the dizzy heigh:,
knives from .flint of1 sandstone, and bis
foot slipped, he lost his hold, and
most
the
.surgical
daring
performs
then there was no one to claim the
His
with
them.
and
origin
operations
but the sea claimed one
history are lost In the gloomy mists of promised cow,
the past. He has no written records more victim. Nevertheless, the fruit
of his bold endeavor remained, and it
and . few oral traditions. In appearance he Is a naked, hirsute savage, is still there to substantiate the story,
Wltn a type oi iramra uccaBionaiiy for the bridge of tope between BresNoss
the
is
still
and
maintained.
H
is
Jewish.
nature
Bay
by
pronounced
'
light hearted, jmerry, and prone to The thrifty northern farmer, whose
laughter; a. splendid mimic, supple-Jointe- means of existence in these bleak 'isles
with an. unerring hand that are not calculated to excite envy, saw
works in perfect unison with the eye, that there was a bit of good pasture on
which Is keen as that of an eagle.. He this summit; so he made a kind of
has no private ownership of land. He wooden chair or cradle just large
cultivates nothing, but lives entirely enough to hold a man and a sheep; and
on the spoils of the chase, and although in ' this primitive way he still transthe thermometer
frequently ranges ports his flock, one at a time, over to
from 15 deg. to over 90 deg. Fahr. this little browsing place.
In 24 hours, and, his couhtry is teeming! with furred game, he .makes no use
7 WatchWestlosftt Kew.
of the skins for clothing, but.' goes
There "has been watchmaking at Covabout during the day, and sleeps in the
as long as there has been a watch
no
entry
nude.
builds
Hp
open perfectly
trade in England, which is for the last
200 years. or thereabouts. There used
to be three centers of the English trade,
these being Liverpool, Coventry and
London. Now there are. practically but
two, Coventry and Birmingham. The
test of great discoveries in other directions while they were really seeking to
solve the problem of the Niger. The
result of these investigations was
r
Ji
only
' 4. Xr
a fresh Crop of erroneous theories. One
,

,
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"Bedticking: for drapery and upholstery purposes has recently beea lauch-e- d
upon the market. It is a decided
No one
success, says the Puritan.
would dream of the lowly origin of the
fabric thus presented. Of course the
salesmen do not speak of it ae
but describe it as an "art drapery" or an "art ticking." One shopman has named a striped pattern the
"bedouin" not a bad pun on its origin. The material Is colored and designed very much after the order of
chintzes and cretonnes, which it closely resembles. It wears like kon, and as
it retails for about )0 le'its a yard it
is one of the most economical and satisfactory fabrics for all sorts of upholstery purposes. These tickings will
soon appear in the various college colors, so that a Yale, Harvard or
Princeton man may have things adorned to the hues dear to his heart.
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RIVER GORGE IN MACDONNELL
'
,

RANGE.
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of them conjectured that the Niger
reached the Atlantic, and each one had
an opinion of his own. '. All these speculations were duly recorded on the
maps, and. the cartographic .delineation
of the Niger from 1791 to 1832 is someIt
thing wonderful to contemplate.
wnntri (mem to be a simple matter to,
keep to the river, when once it was
reached, and follow it to its destination; but that was the very thing the
explorers ere unable to do.. But it
was the German geographer Reichard,
in his library at home, who solved
the Niger riddle, some fifteen years before the Lander brothers in 1932 proved
his assertion true. Everybody knew
of the numerous little rivers emptying
into the Gulf of Bcain, and they were
supposed to be independent streams ot
small Importance; But Reichard said
that the long Btretch of coast where
these streams reached the ocean was
the sea front of a great delta, and that
lhe,Oil rivers were nothing but the
subdivisions of the mighty Niger. That
was true, and we know now that the
Niger delta Is the largest in Africa,

permanent habitation and usually
camps where night or fatigue overtakes
him. He can travel from point to point
for hundreds of miles through the pathi
less bush with unerring precision, and
A Church Needed.
can track an animal over rocks and
There Is need of a Christian church stones, where an Europena eye would
that will proclaim a religion that will be unable to distinguish a mark. He
not take the place of personal right- is a keen observer, and knows the habeousness, but will encourage and devel- its and changes of form of every varieop the righteousness Itself. There is ty of animal or vegetable life in his
need of a church that will stand for a country. Religious belief be bas none,
purifted humanity, for unselfishness of but is excessively superstition, living
of an evil spirit '
life, for charity of Judgment and of In constant dread
SneeJie His Shoulder Out.
goods, for honesty, kindness, purity, which Is supposed to lurk round his
Frank Ball of Quincy, Ohio, during
peace, gentleness and for spiritual upamp at night. He hag no gratitude
xcept that of the anticipatory order, a fit of sneezing gave a violent convullifting. Rev. F. A. Bisbee.
Is as treacherous as Judas.
ind
He sive Jerk and dislocated
his left
233
are
In
There
convents
Great Brit- has no
traditions., rd yeicontinues to shoulder.
ain.
.

Smith "This Is my last cigar."
Jones "That's good; I was afraid
you had one for me."
1667 BUS. POTATO FS PKR ACRE.

Don't believe it, nor did the editor
until he saw Salzer's great farm seed
catalogue.' It's wonderful what an array of facts and figures and f new
things and big yields and great testimonials it contains.
Send This Notice and 10 Cent Stamp

to John A. Salzer Seed Co., La prosso,
Wis., for catalogue and 12 rare farm
seed samples, worth $10, to get a start.
w.n.

"Jiillu lunl

terrible exwrleure nt. Jut

a

new liiiiinlliiit house."
"Wlnit
wiib ItV"
"Hlie bowed te a boanler who wiih h widower ,und lip went niel took nut a writ to keen
her from niMiryluK him."
Don't IXihirro Spit uud SiLoke Your Life Anj.
To quit tobacco ensUy and forever, berna?
netlo, lull of life, ncrvo and vlfror, take No c,
the wonder-workerthat makea weak moa
Btr jg All druguUts, 60o or $1, CureRuaraa.
teed. Booklet and sample 'free.
Address
Sterling Kemedy Co., Chicago or New York.

"There's one driiwhncli to thin PlnKree
II V"
"He ouijht
pot n to culture." "Whiit
to til tuiuKS so the crop would be M.iiulogii

chips."

TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY,
Take Laxative Bromo Qulnlno TaWetH. All
if It fails iocure.2c

DrutrgUiis refund themonev

"Isabel ,snyH Hhe has never been in love."
so'!1" "Yes; she wus threatened
with It once, but a bottle of hii1ii hiucra
brought her out all rlirbt."

"Is that

I'lso' Cure for Consumption u:is been a
family medicine with us since lWA. J. R.
Mudlsun. 100 42d Ave.. (.Milcatso, 111.
Forty r.ormnn cities now have electric
street. railways. In
there were only

that

three--

'

had them.

" My blood was out of order, and I began taking
Hood's Sarsajnirinu. It has purified my blood and
relieved me of rheumatism, kidney trouble and
lck headaches. I am now able to do a Rood day's
work. Rheumatism bus troubled nie since I was
a child, but I um now entirely well." Slits
Phoebe Bailey, Box 415, Pasadena, California.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
In fact the One True Blood

Is the best

are purely Tepemble, re
liable. U'UOflcittl.lix-ems-

FlIIS

HOOd S

WINDSOR HOTEL
DENVER.

'

Hotel in the City

First-Glas- s

Only

Centrally Located.
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(Amerlcn Plan.)
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A New "Decorative Material.
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lpJrl
i'
n mi

Bemi-civlllz-

is no doubt that at
some former period
It bad an abundant
and certain rainfall,
producing a rich

Kscape.
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MISS ALICE CASTLEMAN.
advantage' than when in the saddle.
She is one of the dashing members of
the riding club and is familiar with the
pedigree of all blooded stock the world
over.
,

A Happy

core-moni-

i

'

Wonderful Japanese Clock,
Some .time ago a description appeared in an American Journal of a
Japanese clock, standing in a frame
three feet high and five feet broad, representing a landscape of great beauty.
In the foreground were plum and
cherry trees in full bloom, while', in
the rear was a hill, gradual in ascent
irom which flowed a cascade Of crystal. From this point a threadlike
stream glided along, encircling rocks
and tiny Islands In its wanderings, but
far-opresently losing itseir In, a
stretch of woodland. In thsky turned
a golden sun, indicating as It passed
the striking hours, which were all
marked upon the frame blow, where a
slowly creeping tortoise served as a
hand. A bird of exquisite plumage,
THE OIjD SCHOOLHOUSE.
resting on the branch of a plum tree,
proclaimed by its singing the expiraFor the past ten years the historic
tion of each hour,: while when the song building has been utilized as a storeceased, a little mouse sprang from a house for plunder.
grotto close by, and, running over the
hill, hastily disappeared la the disRussia's Big Pipe Line.
tance,
The hMndred-mil- e
pipe line of the
Natural Has Company of Pittsburg Is
;
Safe.
at present the longest in the world, but
"I heard you fought a duel with a line is building in the Caucasus from
Michallove to Batoum, which is 214
Parker?"
Russian verst, or 150 miles long. It
"I did."
will be finished within a few weeks,
"Weren't you afraid to stand up
and its estimated cost will exceed
a loaded pistol?"
"Not with Parker holding it. I'm "5,000,000 rubles ($3,000,000).
Insured in his company." London
It Looked That Way.
"Somebody must be cultivating the
Virtue is like a rich 8ton; it is beat widow." "Yes." "Anyway, her weeds
vbwa pinln set. Lord Bo;4i.
have disappeared." Detroit Journal.
j
'

hardly eat anything themselves and
grow as poor as a church mouse, every
thing they find Is carried to the young
sters. When a pair has cily one chick
it Is very ludicrous to see Oem rush
ing up to it and Jostling one another In
their eagerness to give It a piece of
bacon or bread, and sometimes asking
It to try a piece of a Jam tin, or tempting It with a choice copper cartridge-case.- "
The weka would appear to be
"as good a camp companion as one
could wish for, with his tan.eness, impudence and almost human power ol
expression. He Is a bird with small,
unformed wings, unable to 6y, and
varying In size from a partridge to a
pheasant."
KENTUCKY BEAUTY HONORED.
Mia Castlemnn I'ald Proud Tribute by

'

5gjfffcflty.
,

s,

are

guilders

soon as he sees your camp pitched,
ui It. Jit) lltiuuur ro- spects nor fears man, and Is an Incor
rigible thief. He eats anything from
a cartridge to a member of his own
family for he Is a cannibal, "I remember one Instance of this," writes
our author, "when our dog unfortunately killed a young bird before we
could prevent It, which was too Bmall
to eat.
The parents made a docent
show of grief over their loss, and then,
being quite sure that the little one was
dead, they proceeded to eat its still
warm remains." The weka fights all
comers for undisturbed possession ol
the camp he has annexed. His histrionic talent Is great, and be can sham
death to perfection. But for the fact
that he Ib a first rate scavangor, he
would, to his human host, be an Intolerable nuisance. After some weeks
of tenderness and
the
weka all at once becomes a brutal husband and father.. That la when the,
youngsters have grown up, and, as he
thinks, are able to forage for themselves; still, he is unnecessarily harsh,
not to say shamelessly selfish. If bis
place of sojurn be rich In food, he banishes his wife and children; If it be
not, he treks elsewhither. The egoistic
fit lasts until next he becomes a father,
and then altruism is hardly the word
for his
Let Mr. Harper describe him and his wife: "The
parent birds while rearing their young
lUHUS piinnncBiuu

ToUku

money-changin-

fitting Monument to Civilisation
That Followed tlie Kule of th Urmtt

A

of Vlua lu New
York Two C'euturlee Ago,
When Stephen Van Cortlandt was In
g
busIneHs 1080 to
the
1690 the kind of money in moBt common use In the vicinity of Manhattan
Island was seewan or wampum, says
the New York Times. Almost all the
store trade was done with seewan,
either loose or braided, and all church
collections were taken up in seewan
Van Cortlandt was frequently called on
to change seewan Into silver money
which was at that time the standard,
Payments of Interest and principal of
loaned money were made In Dutch
t,
realties and loan dol
lars, the value of all of which was re
duced to guilders seewan. A
was worth 12 guilders in seewan
a realtje was worth 1 guilder and 20
stivers in seewan, a loan dollar was
worth 11 guilders in seewan, and an
English pound was worth 40 guilders
in seewan. The American dollar in its
present relation to the English pound
would have been worth 8 guilders In
seewan. A Dutch guilder has 100 cents,
or 20 stivers, and is equal to 40 cents
in American money. A stiver is equal
to 2 cents American money. Contribu
tlons to the poor relief fund were usual
ly made in seewan and provisions and
clothing for distribution among the
The
poor were naid for In seewan.
early Dutch settlers took generous care
of the needy poor. For Instance, In
1688, the deacons of the old Dutch
Church of Bergen paid Dr. Robinson
of New York 240 guilders in seewan
for curing a destitute man of insanity,
At another time the deacons of the
same church paid Surgeon C. Vlele of
New York 130 guilders seewan for sur
gical attendance on a poor member of
the congregation. In those days it cost
90 guilders In seewan "to send poor
Kruyer back to Amsterdam." In
1673 the price of one schepel of wheat
was 6 guilders seewan; 1 schepel of Indian corn, 4 guilders seewan; 1 schepel
of rye, 3 guilders seewan; 1 ell of cloth,
58
5 guilders seewan; two blankets,
guilders seewan, and 2 schepels of salt,6
seewan. Whenever the colTub Popular

Perfeet Service.
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Table Unexcelled,

KATES; ISOtl to S3. 150 per day. '
The only TURKISH BATHS In the state.
The finest lu the West, connected with the
Windsor.
Send for copy of "Deuverward"
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and accident policy free.
J. A. WIGGIN. Manager.
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PLANET

RULING

DISCOVERED
k tho Hrl nt Vrnt. fl . W.
Oumitiiirham's new
on this wonderful science
The reader can easily tell hi or his friends' Kullnd
Planet. There in bIbo much other valuable iufoS
mat! on and the horoscopes of President M e Kiiiler
and Y'm. J. Bryan. Price, postpaid, 5c, 5 Off
i
and o 1 .OO, accoitlimf to bfnuing-FREE TEST READINGS
whose letteitt happen to b 1st, 3rd, 9th aid
parties
12th opened in each day's mail. Ml applicants mutt
comply with the following conditions: bend sex, iwp
or nationality, place, year, month, date and time ijf
birth, a. in. or p. m., as near a possible. All wlnne
will receive their reading; and their tic returned leu
must contain We i
All appllcntions
Sc for postage.
stamps to pay for rendiupii in case you are not ttto
winner, feend at Once; you are just as apt to wiu
as anyone, and if you do not, you will receive a valuable test by astrology for t);esinall,siim of 84c. Those
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Regulate liver and bowels, cure
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new steel horse vhtm. Will
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Kurd to Please
What IH "Wanted
Meddled with WiM' rT Dog Kat Dog
A Modern Fairytale A Point of Uraui- New I'ae
mr-Coiirtiui(iii.

fr J if

f

Tht

,Aw(ul Yellow Klil.
READ the papers
jVj!
IV '!
pvftrv dflv
swallow
all
tnnt tnev con.
.!tvl..H"
"

zfi'm

tain;

.

.

that

rjjn Mirpoful'
v Mc.Klnley

may

a"r with
Spain;
I grieve to read
w

Cubans

of

Th WAlThlhgilthat tVyler did;
Hut y!t mm thing plvcsme a pain
I wlsh'they'd
gag the Yellow Kid!
I never have a word to say,
Concerning critics, that's profane, j
When they assert my favorite play
la Inexpressibly Inane;
,
Iswallow plain
OfMyolitics
all
Ji
" '
amjld;.
docile Quite,
"'am'opinions
but still maintain
I wish they'd, gag
Kldl
,

.

'

1
r5Pm?ch
display
That tells of Seeley's raising
Cain;
I m very glad, Indeed,
to pay,
The hungry .'podr- to 'entertain ; "
Thai Hra.dley.-free Champagne
I wobhlrit drink df. I wT
bid;
i;iu4otell--bu- t
T say again,
I wish they'd gag the Yellow
Kldl

ENVOY.

Prince, I do fear my burdened brain
Will o)uit give-waif we're not rid
Of this fool fad-I'I- l
go Insane:
I wish they'd gag the Yellow Kid!
y

Fooled Her

ler?"
Kghert "No: 'wHat now?"
"I. henr he toll a victim to- woinuu'a
'' '
charm. ' J' ,.
'';'
""'
"You don't say bo!"
"Yes; he was Riding his. wheel and he
turned 'round to' see what the woman
had pn, when he foil." Yonkers States-'.- .
'

(

A

Vlvt'.IU.
Fell
"Did you bear about Dachoij

Chimp and Filling.
Seedy Willie (to barkeeper) Your
refusal,1 W, to trtiBt me 'to a' paltry
drink of whisky fills me with astonish"
ment and indignation.
,f
'iDfiirl.eoper-Tjr- Vll
right, sir; you can
fill yourself up with "astonishment and
Indignation, and It won't cost you a
copper, but 1f you want to fill yourself
with whisky, you will have to pay cash.

'rtf
Ile AVanted.
can
show
I
Shopkeeper: "What,
you,'
sir?"
Absent-minde- d
Professor: "I want
let me see, what do I want? Dear
me! I can't for the life of me remember what-Iis. :. .; j. Well, well. It
doesn't matter; give- me the nearest
thing you have to It."
VVhst

.

Arreated Development.
Mrs. Goodsole "I can see, my poor
man, that you never had the advantage of education or a good home. You
started early In life on the stony path
a sad case of arrested development."
Lonely Straggles "I should t'lnk it
wuz, mum. I wuz in Jail before I wuz
14 years old." Judge.
A

Thoughtful "Thought

bitter, please," he said to

the, barmaid
The beer was served. Just as be was
about to drink It a big man came In

and said:

"Hello,, Shorty)
- ' Who's Ordering the

vf

drinks?"""

'

"I am," replied Shorty, with dignity.
"You!" scoffed, the: big, man; "why,
you never had one copper to rub
against another. ;Your wife takes all
t.
yout wages.",
"That's all right," said Shorty. "Maybe she does, but I've got money today."
"How did you get it?"
"Well,"; said-Sh4f don't mind
tilling yoU." I had "couple of bad
teeth afjd she'gimme "enough" to get
.
'em pulled."
'
"Didn't y6u get Jem pulled,?'
'West but I gorsemething extra for
gasrand this is the gas.'-- Judy.
.

ort,

.

REGIONS WHERE WHOLETOWNS
HAVE BEEN BURIED.

rr

Old Gentleman "Oh, say, Mr. Etay-latits snowing hard, so I thought I'd
give you this snow shovel, as you will
need It by the time you go, to clear a
'
path to the gate."
e;

ji

' .

,

i

,;'

i

i

i

' Too Doll.
"A great many people sleep between
these I walls,'" said the guide showing

,

'

,'

popular impression of California is a region of
perennial summer,
where the : orange,
and
lemon
fig,
poOegj-.inatflour

r

(,

ish
bloom

ot
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'"H'

I4m-:a"briek."-
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fr,
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Hewltt-T-Cattl-

' :
rt ?
Ilia I'roppr Place.
send his boy to:
"Why did Simpson
- 7
rin'gr-.- ;'
"Well." he always displayed a Jove or
rgumVnt. and the old man considers
Pi inio- thw
of law overcrowded.
i

K

,i

t ?
14

theprii
3

?

i
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1 1

"Sure, and I am a bricklayer," said
the other, at the same time knocking
him down.1" ' " ' , ,'..
TT p, '"
Y ;7
Sale In the Olden Time.
"A MrK-Dw- n
e
were v once used as
currency.
Jewitt And t suppose when you
sale you saw a
went to a- - mark-dow- n
card reading: "Marked down, to one
calf, former - price one cow." :
'
:
,

n

-

;

.

,'

,
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(absent-mindedl-

Plck-Me-U- p.

.

.

One more liiol cnut away,
One morn scrapper l'"t lo sleep.
lie who was not romimiu clay
Now Is I'utvtl NUiull and clicaii.

Ciiililiiunly tiiij.

Itnportml, at I'lrat, That
'
at I'rlKht, hut Araenle

tjhe.-JJai-

Died

!

Waa
FouudxNext Vtutluia
Iloya, Oije of .Whom Died.

U

,

Subae-quout-

ly

Were
,,,,,,,

,

Rush at Kendbam,
a . short, distance
Tin

i

O

I.,,'!

HV.

y

,

WO , boys named
Beagle and Davis,
after visiting .the
of Joseph
bouse

,UWW

were taken suddenr
ly and mysteriously
111, andi Beagle died
the same night. Davis is still sujtfei;lng
from the effects of his Illness, but it is
expected that h will recover., It was
discovered by Coroner Longatreet that
the boys were the victims of arsenical
poisoning. ,The house they visited Is
that In which a young woman nameij
Alinlra Hadsell died some weeks ago
-

i

i

The-scen-

.

-

'

v-

mucous-surface-

-,

-

:

'

.

Familiarity.

;

Familiarity breeds contempt, not
only when applied to men,, but it is in
reference to bur relations' with things
that are beautiful and things that are
true. The religiously Inclined people
of Christ's day did' not appreciate him
because they were so often in his presence. 'To them He was but a common
person, grown up from childhood
among .tbem Juat the son of a carpenter.,. Had He corne from a: far country
with that air of mystery about him
which lack of acquaintance favors, His
words would' have been far more to
them. Rev: G. D. Baker.

''
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"I've cured our
rowing our lawn

arrange It?"

,

-

.!!

--

li

sun-wast- ed

next-doo-

r

uelghlior of bor-

you
mower.", "How ItdidI senr
did
"Every' time-li-

over and borrowed

his bliwcle."

,
to Mileage Tickets.
or frequently,
If you travel extensively,
Intervonr
serve
through Colorado, you will
cut and convenience If you buy "Gulf" thousand ndle tickets, which are now good
passage over the following& lines:
Gulf.
l)n. 1'ac, Denver
;.
Union raclllc Hywtean,
South l'ark I, Inc.
'

A

If
,,-

'

Colorado Midland B. K. i
.
Mlillniiil Temilual It. It.
This enables holders to cover all Important
desttnatJoua In northern, eaKtern and central
Leailville.
Gunnison,',
Colorado,
including
Pueblo,
Colorado Springs,
Cripple Creek,
Trinidad. Clear . Creek and Gilpin counUea. '
Collins district.
and tlie Boulder-FtThey are also good on the ' Ft. Worth and
Denver Uuilway,
.
B. L. WINCHEtL,
Gen. l'ass Agt., Denver, Colo. ...
;t
.

Though I haven't heard a robin,
Yet I know that spring's In, town,
For a scorcher on his cycle
Has already knocked ine down,

,

77

.

has' been' heard lately
aUoui the ;"sluinp". In the olty. The
I'lfiud on high his Ininncv waved,
word Is expressive aiul Is generally beKlauiilcil
h lid
eal and hoiiiIi;
llci'cn was wlml he craved
I'lglilliig
lieved to be "slangy," but at one time
wlio
u light by mouth.
came
'All.
it was In 'general use, although It is
the erstwhile warrior low
now only t6 be heard In
'Mid Hie tears of wives lie vexed,
districts-oJoe.
the provinces, says the
,'Mlil Hie nIiIih of
I'UHH li iii up and luui'iniir "Next! '
.Westminster Gazette. The African ReChicago Keeord:
view points out that It is of Danish
STATE OF OHIO, f'JTY' OK TOLEDO,
origin and, according to Dr. Raven,
l.IICAM COlfY.
was applied in many a metaphorical
Frank' ,1. Cheney niakeV" oath that h
way, 'In IiIb recently published '"Hissenior puriner of the nfin of K. .1. Chetory of Suffolk", Dr. Raven says that it ney &,.(.'o., doing liiiKlnesiH In the iJIty or
ninl
mid Slate- - ururesald,
Js styi of common use in this country,. Toledu,wildCounty will
that
firm
nay tile' sum ot ONW
Unsuccessful litigants were slumped, HL'NUHEO
each
forai'
DOI.I.AH.S
,
cuse . of ciitanh that cannot bit
- everv
ooroln ! eovi,- Tn1u
"Slilmnol
-,
j
iujui m uia cured by the use of llnll'a Catarrh
"Perlustration of 'Great Yarmouth,"
J. CHICNKY.
was shouted derisively to one who had ' Sworn to before me and', subscribed
presence this .Uiji day .of Ueceuibsr,
beeij a, second. time unsuccessful. For-b- y A. T). IBUU.
A. W. fir.RASON, .1.11..
(Seal)
explains it '"to sink suddenly into
V,
I,.
deep mud or rotten ground," and
Is taken Internally
Cure
Hall's' Catar.rh
Moore cites "I came in such a tlump." and acts directly on the blood aiul
test
, tlis .systiyu, 4, Send, for
' ''
'
But, then,- he never knew what a moulals, ,of
'
riee.
&
CHENEY
V, J.
CO., 'foledo, 0.(
Throgmortqn street slump was like.
Kohl by druggists. 7 Pie.
the
are
best
Hull'i Family i'llls
A good deal

somewhat suddenly and under suspicious circumstances, It was reported
at first that be bad been frightened to
death, but an Investigation revealed
that she had been poisoned by arsenic.
The poisoning of the two children! at
the same place has produced a sensation. One of the theories advanced is
that a well in the vicinity had kbeen
poisoned by some, revengeful persons,
but no definite proof of the fact has
been, obtained. .,
of the poisoning mystery is a remote and. desolate, place called; World's End, on the
mountain side, about, two miles from
' r1CM Hatha.
i .j
Rendham, where Joseph Rush and his
Gigantic Antartlo Iceberg.,
Weary Watkins Wot you think of
Is
wife
in
live
an isolated house. Rush
this scheme of free baths? Hungry
"The snowfall of each year adds
new stratum to this Ice cap, which Is employed to watch timber lands and Higgins They won't git none from
as distinguishable 'to the eye ae is the has on Beywal occasions incurred the me.. No man 1b goln' to git me fo
annual accretion of a forest tree," enmity of timber thieves, who, It is sup- bathe without payln' me for it. Indiwrites Gen. A. W. Greely, U; 8. A., in posed, have taken ,this method of being anapolis Journal.
the Ladies' Home Journal. "Thus in revenged.
'A3
centuriea have accumulated on antarc-tlc- a
NOTES, FROM FOREIGN LANDSU !'-these snows, which by processes ol
"The St.' Petersburg newspapers anpressure, thawing and regelatlon have
nounce that the king 6f Siam will visit
formed an ice cap that In places exthere next summer,
ceeds 3,000 feet In thickness, .through
A memorial to Elizabeth Barrett
the action of various forces that of
Browning Is about to be placed in Kel-lo- e
contraction and expansion by, changchurch," Durham, where she was
ing temperature being,- - perhaps, the
baptiked.
most potent this Ice cap creeps steadTbe princess of Wales and Princess
ily seaward and projects Into the ocean
Victoria are expected at Copenhagen
a perpendicular front from 1,000 to
a
early 4n March on a visit to Prince and
2,000 feet In height. The temperature
Princess Charles of Denmark.
'de29
of the sea water being about,
The hereditary grand duke of Baden,
grees, the fresh water Ice remains
a first cousin of the German emperor,
unwasted and the Ice barrier plows the
has been appointed, general in comocean bed until through flotation' In
of the eighth army corps.
mand
deep water' disruption occurs and the,
The budget committee of the Nortabular berg is formed. These bergs
wegian
storthing has unanimously
are of a size that long taxed the benominated Dr.' Nansen as professor of
lief ot men, but It is now well estabJOSEPrt RTJSHV '
i'.
zoology at the Christiania University.
lished that bergs two miles square and ; When the
Almlra Hadsell sudHerr Gustav Elm, the Czech politi"girj
1,000 feet In thickness are not rare.
denly died tnere.it was reported that cian, writer and party leader, died
Others, are as large aa thirty miles in she had been frightened to death
by a rather suddenly in Florence while maklength and some nearly 3,000 feet in gang of Italians who called at the ing a tour for the benefit of his health.
their
perpendicular,
thickness,
house while she was .there
and
It is announced from St. Petersburg
sides rising from 200 to '400 feet demanded a wheelbarrow - alone,
Rush that the Emperor Francis Joseph will
that
above the Bea."
had taken from them some days before. return the czar's visit on April 27. The
They were violent and demonstrative. emperor .will be accompanied by Count
but did her no bodily injury.. She was Goluchowskl.
REDWOODS OF CALIFORNIA.
terrified by their, conduct, however, and ' The gold yield' of Western Australia
called aloud for help, and shortly after for the year 1896 amounted to 281,265
they left the place she fell dead. Then ounces,, being an Increase of 49,753
it was reported that her death was, due ounces as compared with that of the
to fright, but an inquest revealed that previous year.
her death was due to arsenical poison
The details of the Emperor William's
ing. This was followed by the story return 'visit to the czar were, it is re
that she had taken tbe poison because ported, tettied during Count Muravieff's
she had been disappointed ft love, but visits to Berlin and Ki
and will probthe .poisoning of the two boys has given ably be made known shortly.
the affair another and deeper meaning.
Mine. Munkacsy, the wife of the celeThis statement was forwarded hur brated' artist, in a letter to a relative
Buda-Pestexpresses the
riedly to Coroner Longstreet of JSqran- - residing-aton by Doctor Steuger of Rendham the .hope that after a period of complete
recover his
other-- day: "1 have been called on (rest her .husband .will
IV.
again to call you down to World's End. health. She adds that be already feels
Twq little boys, aged nine and seven, much better.
named Beagle and Davis respectively, i
The Coin of the Realm.
left their homes about 9 o'clock and '
went to the house of Joseph Rottch, or
A cnptaln in a regiment stationed In" Nawhen paying bin conipnny one day,
Rush (the, same house where, Almlra tal,
chanced to give a man a Transvaal
V
Hadsell died from arsenical poisoning).
which, as one would naturally expect, bears "the Image and superscription"
They returned about 12 o'clock. Both nf
PreHiriant Krucirer.
The mnta 'brought it back to the nay table
boys were sick, vomiting, and pains In
said to. the captain: "Please, sir, you've
their stomachs. , The Beagle boy look and
,
V1
given me a bud
The olBccr took the coin, and, without
convulsions and, died. The other boy
looking at It, rang It on the table, and then
Is out of danger. He has gastro enail ngui, uugater.
reinarKeu:r
wrong with it?"
teritis (inflammation of the stomach). What's
"
"You Inke at It, sir," was the reply.
7
The boy died at o'clock at night. I ' The cantaln elanccd at the coin, ssvlnc:
Sfi
canIn
will
all
the
it
pass
right, man;
saw him in convulsions about 4:30 p. "It's
teen."
m. I gave him chloroform, and the
This apparently antlsfled Baester. who
walked off. ninktnir the remark: "If yon
convulsions would cease tot a short say
It's a" right, sir, it is a' right; but It's
time, but come on again. I tried vomit- (the first time I've need the queen wi
whiskers
n1'' Answers.
ing,
any results. This case
needs rigid investigation at once. I
The Faults and Follies of the Ace
will look for you
or this
numerous, but tit the latter' none is more
,,', ,, Are
,., ,.,
evening,"
ridiculous than the promiscuous and random
Coroner Longstreet upon visiting the ie of laxative pills and other drasticweak-cathartics. These wrench, convulse and
i
icene found arsenic in the dead boy's en
both the stomach and the bowels. If
ft
Stomach Hitters be used Instead ol
stomach, ,furnlsrilng proof conclusive
those
result Is accomplished
that he had been poisoned, but nothing without niiin iiml the
with erpHt benefit to the
'
ft
definite could be ascertained.
bowels, the stomach ami the liver. Use this
remedy whert constipation manifests itself,
and' thereby prevent it from becoming
'

f'J.i

,

,

Did You Ever See an Indian T
Expect not, so send a two-cestamp to '
the General Passenger Agent Colorado Midland Kullroad, Denver, and he will send you '
a flue colored picture of one.
,
'
The Only Afternoon' Train
the quickest time from Denver toCity, St. Louis and tbe East Is tbe
Pacific
"Electric Special," leaving
daily at l.'M p. ui. This elegant
train, carrying Buffet Pullman Bleeping
cars and chair cars, makes quicker time to-tlie above points than any other line. Ticket
office, 941 Seventeenth street, corner Curtis.

Making
Kansas,
Union
Denver

"Bahy.'s

"That's

mamma'll

'
,

went an' swollered my penny."
all right; let's both cry, an'
.
give us a nickel.';

FIT8 stopped free and permanently cured. Non:a
utter Brut day a use. of Ur. Kline's Ureav Nerve ,
and treat me.
Itestorcr. Free $2 trialmlbottle
Arch M.. I'liiladelpnia, Pa.
. Scud to Da. Klisk,
An electric underground railway under i
the present underground is the latest project suggested In London. It would be usedf
for express trains only.
Mrs. WlnaloWi Sootning array
tor c In la re n teething, softens theK uma, reducea inflam.
nation, allaya pain, cures wind colio. 26 oenta a bottle.
' There Is a man in England whose water
supply costs him $2!iO a day. He is a millionaire, who lives near a village. Not liking
the local water, he had a special conduit
built for himself at a cost of .$100,01 X). though
he lives there only three mouths a year.

STAR TOBACCO."
As you chew tobacco tor pleasure use Star. '
It Is not onlv the best but the moot lasting, and,
therefore, the cheapest.
ANTI-COL- D
iPowderl M'KKS A COI-In the head In one day. All Druggists refund'
the money if It fails to cure. 25 cts. SL'KK
CUKE FOR CATAUKU AND HAY FEVER.

Hamburg lends the cities of Germany la,
the extent of Its electric street car service.
has 340 motors, while Berlin, which come
next, has only 114.

It

tor t ifty Cent.

Guaranteed tobacco babit cure, makes weak
men strong, blood pure. 60c. (1. AUdruggisu.
"Du Poise doesn't seem to mind being
man can
"No; he says that no other
,.
borrow his dress suit." ,.

'

"We don't clean house any more." "How
do you escape V" "There isn't anybody
It when the weather is fit; tbe women
i
are always out on their wheels."
Educate Tour Bowels With Cascarets.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
If C. C. C. fail, druggists ref und money.

.'

too.

The number of unmarried women In 5ngv
land and Wales exceeds the number of unmarried men by nearly 200,000.

....;

The Only Lin
f ,
That has three through trains to the Easfc.
daily Is the
Through sleeping cars, and quickest time to nil principal.
941
Ticket office,
Seventeenth
points.
,:
,
street, corner Curtis.
.

v,

(

Union-Pacific- .

-'

"There goes a man who is one .In a thousand." "What gives him such distinction!"
f
"He Is clerk In a department store. ".
Blind-fol-

d.

A woman has

no right to "go

,

u

,

it blind" in mat
ters of life and
health. She haa
no right to shut
her' eyes to the'
plain facts of her
chronic.
physical being
j
Boasta of
Profiler.
and the conse
Ati oratorical prodigy In the person I
'i' Reflections of a Uatchelor,
quences of negof Benjamin Goldsberry. a lad
lect. She has no
years
The 'mote people agree with us the more
right to be wretchdid, has recently developed at Colfax, use we generally .have for their opinions.
and ill when
ed
Home women seem to think they can InInd.'i A few nights ago
fluence a niiin in about the same way they she might be hapof
lecture
a
before' an, audience with
shoo chickens, , r., .......
py and free; from
As eoon. as a .girl gets married all the Dain.
minutes in
one hour and, forty-fiv- e
women watch' her to see how soon she
other
Women who drag through life weighed
...
begin to age,
length, which he delivered without a will
down by gome torturing, dragging weakWhen a girl hawheen told that she has a ness
break from' start to finish. The lecture
or disease of their se are not doing '
spiritual (uce.sUn .begins to try, to put on'a their full duty to themselyes.. They are
not
Is entitled, ;Why God .poii't Kijl the uijoumy,. wipt exiMsslou. ..
A woman never, feels the real Joy of shoptaking the means which enlightened sci- -'
Devil' and is an argument in support
of
and
affords
well
she
them
till
has mussed another woman's ence
being
strong ,
Eing at
the bargain counter.
and capable.
A girl will give a man a silver flask with a
which
so '
from
These
complaints
special
monogram on It for a Christmas present and
are not necessary. Dr. t
V l
then get mad If he uses It. New York Press, many women suffer
Pierce's Favorite Prescription positively
cures even the most severe and obstinate
The Leading Una
cases.
Doing the largest business to the East Is
medicine. It is not
not
the Union Pacific. Three trains east dally. a It is " a haphazard
is a seientinc remedy ae
it
via
to
time
all
Eastern
points
8itlckestor Kansas City.
bv an educated and experienced spe
Through sleeping vised
cialist for the one purpose- of- curing
cars, dining cars, buffet smoking and
diseases Of women.'
brary cars, chair cars, heated by steam
and .lighted- by I'lntsch Jlght,. Ticket ouice,
Tens of thousands of women have been
Ml Seventeenth street, corner Curtis.
restored to perfect health by this wonderful
fV
i
V
Prescription.", in many instances tnev
were actually given np as hopeless by
The Minister's Mistake.
and family doctors."
Id I ttiral parish In the Mearns the other
I have taken Dotn your (ioiaen Mroical Dis
week an Aberdeen divine, who had driven
ever. in. a hired- vehicle, occupied the pulpit. covery' and "Favorite Prescription ' lor chronic
Onlv one person attended service and the inflammation of the uterus ana bladder," writes
ot Park Rapids, Hubbard Co.,
minister apologized for the length of his Mrs. M. 'A. Scott,had
atomach trouble which was
discourse.
His audience signified his ap- Minn. I also
proval of his preaching, and the minister terribly distressing. I have been cured of all.
continued. Guess his consternation when he had Buffered untold misery for four years pro
discovered his audience consUted of his vioua to taking your treatment, but began to fed,
the good effect at once."
driver, who had Wen engaged by the hour!
i.
illustrated?
Dr. Pierce's thousand-pag- e
Edinburgh Planatch.i I j i
"
'
,
,
book, "The People's Common Sense Med-BEN GOLDSBERRY.
'
ical Adviser " contains information of priceto Core Conatipatlon Forever.
f
Take Cascarets Candy Cathartic.- 10c ort5o. less value to women.- A paper-bounof original sin and abounds'. In witty,
copy
If C. CyCr fall to cure, druggiets refund money. will be sent absolutely free on receipt of as
expressions, and Is freely Interspersed
of
cost
oav
to
the
stamos
mailing;
with anecdotes. The boy is a son of F,
an enly: Address World's Dispensary Medical
"f have Just pit used a had quarter aof bad
M. GoldsberS-yan attorney, who assist noun.'!,
Association. Buffalo, N.Y. for
'Well, .1 liaei Just passed
a
ed htm In tlie preparation of the lecture quarter of dollar."
copy send u stamps.at the stiggesMon of the son. He' Is
easy upon the stte, his gestures being
expressive and his pose exceedingry
:
T
m For H- uluche.
For nalna uhM,m.iL m...
-f-graceful. He has delivered the lecture
... .' '
Lumbaglc t For all
on several occasions and always to the
ACHES AfiD PAINS
lc light of his audience.
Tbe boy has
.V
been & painstaking pupil in thepiibUe
I UUMUUW
THE CURB ALL HOUND.
schools r.nd has been known for his
memory.
'

,

,

;

'

'

':

"

0n this page we illustrate a
or Giant Redwood of California. These were first called
in honor of the Duke of
Naturalists named them
Wellington.
"Welllngtonla gigantea," and by that
name they are still known in European
books. The reason for this name being
No Living Ezpenaes.
given is that they were reputed to have
- "There's one
been discovered by an English traveler
good thing about Phil' ' "
naturalist named LotV An agiand
".''
adelphia."
tation arose in the United States to
"What Is it?" ,,;
v ... ,
"You don't have Jiny ving expenses have the trees called after the name of
The true botanical name
f
Washington.
. ,
there,'! i
It is difficult to
s
sequoia
gigantea.
..a- ' i
i
jiElve an Idea of the height and size of
Hu.t Be.
these trees. Some
may be
;
Carson'And don't you think mar- obtained by noticingconception
In the picture the
... .,
ried love Is true love?"
sizes of the people at its
"Vokesi-"- It
must be. Its course never comparative
base. The tree in the picture is be- does run smooth." Truth.
ween 300 and 400 feet in height, and
the age is probably greater than .3,000
A Point of Grammar.
years. When Alexander the Great was
First" Girl Gladys has' had triplets., leading his vlctcrlwui i-over the
Second 4DItto
plains of Asia this tree was 900 .years
You don't say. "Who are the father?' old.
When Caesar was fighting the
barbarians in Britain, this tree had
already felt the breezes of a thousand
summers. In fact, when It reared its
.
fnnraccoua.
Girls are mord courageous than ien. first tender shoot from the earth, blind
to city
They are ready to make a match wuh Homer was' begging from city
and David was singing among his
a fellow twice their size. Standard.
sheep on the hills of Judea. Since Its

c';r''

Their Prof eaalona,
wo Irishmen were disputing. One
of them, speaking t himself, said:

e.

!

t

TWO PERSONS THE VICTIMS OF
AN ATROCIOUS DEED.'

.

jThev,Thre' Grace
Roxy Road " Wot's de free graces
I've heard so much about, pard?"
Willie Mush "I'm s'prlsed at yer
Roxy;" 'Eat, drink an" be
y
merry,' of course.

'
"
nnM
FilSt friinn- ."T t'lnlrlow
r,ijiit,iv'
"
uvj wuiu ,
The ReaeonijUi! t
make dem model, lodgin' houses putty
'
'
nue if they tried""
"Vot for dey make all de shout?"
Seeond Tramps "Not' while dey In"Because a goal was taken,";
sists on glvin yer a bath."
"And ees,li ;becauseof. all, de noise
First Tramp "Well, s'posln' dey wuz dat you do call de rame de foot bawl?"
to give ! yer ether or chloryform an'
Judy.-- '
,"U
:.:
c ,.-;
i. ..
then put yer in the bath?"

UMl. IIOKE UNFOR rUNATi.,

WORD,

sur-fuu-

',

i

;

U.H'li

,

..

A

13 A GAMISM

Not Slung aa !!.,

'

.

very trying for
everybody '.said- thd physician.
"I don't
, "Yes," replied Mr. Meekton.
see how my wife is going to bear np
under itt When the sun doesn't shine
it gives her the blues, and when it
i
does sne says u s taaing me carpet.

MYSTERIOUS PLOT.

A

.'.'

,

,1s

"SLUMP"

it

.

.t

"The, weather

"

'

IA-V-

half-crow-

.

Hard to Pleaae.

the

lC.ililoriie.
Tlio entire nottle-Mciviis buried under this tt ri ibio
bed of unow and fuuallloi wure, living
;'
from ten to twenty feot.below the
using lumps by dayas well as
"the men, were, jill, miners,
b,y night,
and aB tlieiinlnos wcra' niu'lw ground
But there
cm taln work was.roiHinii'iiL
was much siifl'et lng, us' ori 'Coining out
of the mineB some of ths men were often unable to' And their buines. Finin .the snow
ally every one
over his house a flagstaff with a flag,
but even these were sometimes burled
by the constant storms of this
year., The snow In the
so deep that, the
deep canyons-bficaiminers who lived in, thorn had to leave,
fearing the avalunches' which" came
rusmng' aowa tns raounnnu ue m.m
every frssh storm.. Finally the more
'
open canyons "became' unsafe and one
day, with an appalling roar, huge
masses of snow went rushing down,
Crushing a lurge part of thv town of
Sierra City.
Possibly the most famous, town for
Its' experiences with snow Is Glbbons-villIn Sierra count
Photographs
show the tops of tall houses projecting
from snow on the' level. Snow fifteen
feet on the level Is common: there in
February and March, while snow thirty
Then" the
feet deep Is uncommon.
house's are1 almost covered, many small
ones being entirely concealed, the'own
era' having to climb up and clear away
the snow so that it will not crush. 1ft
the roofs. All communication with the
outside world is often stopped for days
and for weeks the mall is tarried by
specially selected men who traverse
the mountain on snowshoes," of ten accomplishing remarkable feats' on the
ldng, slender skis' which they utfe.
buiiuil

h,

ha-of.'j'.sa- ld

,

flowers

year
around; but, this is
(IV
true only of the
lowland
counties,
says the New York Post. , California, la
a reraark..ble state. Some of Its counties are as large as many states and
as barren as some very poor ones. '
While California is famous as being
the land of flowers and for Its mild
winters, it is also the land of extraordinary snowstorms, which may be seen
under many and varying conditions.
Perhaps the most attractive exhibitions
are seen In southern. California, where
from the San Gabriel valley one can
watch the snow falling in the mountains while standing In the orange
groves, surrounded by flowers and all
the conditions of summer. The mountains are then covered with snow down
to the 2,500-folevel, and the dwellers In the valleys go up the trails and
the mountain railroad and, bringing
down "huge snowballs and snow men,
deposit them In the fields of wild flowers, effecting the change in fifteen or
twenty minutes, to the wonder of the
tourists.
The winter of 1890 was one that will
long be remembered in Plumas county.
In the town of Qulncy the snow was
trnlne feet deep on the level without
drifting, and where it drifted it was
heaped up In literal suow mountains.
It so happened that a man from the
east was obliged to go to a town named
Eureka Mills on some business of importance and after some difficulty obtained a guide, who would take him
over the mountains. Their horses wore
snowshoes as well as the men, and
some of the snow they passed over.
Judging from the trees, must have been
forty or more feet deep. The supposed
locality of the Mills was finally
reached. The range of hills near which
the town stood was there, but the town
was, to all intents and purposes, wiped
out. Finally smoke was seen rising
from the snow, which, when approached, was found to come from a
spliced chimney, far below which was
a bouse; as the snow had fallen the
occupants had spliced the chimney,
keeping pace with the deposit.
Moving around the chimney, the
strangers found a chute leading down
it an angle of 45 degrees and entering
slid down to what proved to be the attic window of the house, thence making their way down the stairs into the

!'

;

deep-seate-

..;

'

'

,,

the visitor through the ancient, English church 'where the noble families
were interred.
A Modern Fairy Tale. .
"Same way over in our country," reA party of vegetarians?, while'
taking plied the' visitor; "why don't you get a
a walk In the fields, were attacked by better preacher?" Judy.
j
a "bullock, which chased them furiously
out of his pasture."'-"."'"Nobody Believes It.
"That's your gratitude, is it, you
If you really believe that foolish
thankless beast?" exclaimed one of the
French .epigram "The unexpected alparity, panting with fright.,- - - "After
ways happens," why don't you back
three times' a day!"
this, I'll eat beef
it is easy to get odds
""
Tit Bits'.
that .It, wljl .tiotf For Instance, snowstorms' in July' are unexpected. Are
A' New Uee for Congressmen.
to wager there will be
Isaacs,--Senio- r
Do 'fyou,; know der you willing
" ;
some .this yearlj
congressman from dis district?
''
'W
Vot
Junior
do
Isaacs,'
you vant mit
New
The
l'uglllBiu.
him?
"I'm tired of wasting words
ith
Isaacs, Senior I vender if ve could
get him to send oud our circulars mit Bluening abojt this proposed battlft,"
hi congressional frank? j
pugilist. ;' .. T- ,i
,. said the champion
"Well, what do you propose dolus1?" 1.1
. .'
asked his backer. j
th;f
,( , Large Currency.
"Send a . substitute." Philadelphia
Sneak Thief Sam Pity 'twuz erbout
"American.
North
Jiminy. He wuz making big money,
)
and hef fterlice broke. TUrn all up!
:.v.f
fv,i, !r.A Touching Plaint.
Footpad iSIm Big money, wuz he?
'.
hi
wuz
"My trouble is
What
your
Jay?
Mr.' Tiff, , who v was applying
SneaSfctW Sam Coining silver dol- for a divorce.
"Give particulars," answered
the
Meddled with Water. '
'
judge.
"She; won't ;patch 'my pants."i ')
Dobson-j-jWnaecajns of that man
He got his decree.
who had' twenty-seve- n
medals for sav1
'
ing people 'irom drowning?" '
Dockman He fell in one day when
Plenty of Reaaona.
The Judge Have you anything to
he had them all on, and the weight
of 'em sunk him.
say why, the sentence of' the court
should not be pronounced upon you?
:it'
Teddy O'Reilly Faith, yet honor, 01
Dog E&t Dog..
First Neighbor That's a very dainty have siven distinct ralsons, iny wan
dog of yours. T;threw him some cold of which would convince mesilf If Oi
sausage this morning and he wouldn't was only yer honor.
,:'
touch them,
Second Neighbor What do you take
Another Century Run.
...
v ,. i
him for a cannibal?
"I ' think
(it was old Father
Time who thought he was thinking)
"thati it will not be long indeed, 1
"1
(Btfeat Jui; improvement.
know that it will not be long before I
finish another century run. I was a
y m rrr-- 1
was In
cycler long before the bicycle
,
...
m
vented."
'

,

'

The Winter of'lMIIU In l'lu;iiaa ' County
Had to Wear Mtiowahoea an
lteuiarkabte
Well aa the. Men: A
State.

J

Jitjtle, .ttinid looking man drifted
into ftt tavirp. on
street. He
,JMild and

SNOWS.

HE

Once, Anyway.

A

CALIFORNIA

Lll.

Wpsh-Ingtoni-

an

beginning

S,.'.,,,
a- -

r

,

hundred nations have

J

ris-

en, attained' 'their highest glory ; and
decayed. The dynasty, of , David with
Its fourteen k)ngs has, pome, and gone;
Babylon, the golden kingdom, has seen
its, day- an4 has disappeared; Media,
Persia and Greece have extended their
.' centuries,,
rule through
and lastly the, Roman power?, existing
for a; thousand years, has prevailed and
fallen. Yet this tree lives ori; green
as ever, and bids fair to be a living
monument of vegetable! nature
after all existing nations have
'.:
i
y.
passed away. .':
There are many of these large trees,
grouped sometimes by two and three,
sometimes scattered' among ptherjva-rietie- s
of forest growth., Some of
them range from 20 to 30 feet In diameter, and have bark from 12 Inches ,tq
"43 Inches In thickness. In one looallty
there are, or were, 88 of these large
trees within circumference of a mile,
but for the most . part they are .scattered. ' They grow on 'rich black and
soil, ,. Probably these
trees are the relio of a past age, an age
of gigantic vegetables and of gigantic
animals. They should be protected
from the vandal and be carefully preserved for future generations. From
the Farmers' Review.
slow-mpvl-

'

-

;

well-water- ed

.

centuries

-

cure-all.-

l

li-

'

-

r

,

phy-sicia-

'

;

,
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.

;

d

one-ce-

.

-
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Backache.-Toothache-
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THE "IiLIN.) POOh."
'
Tbe oullapse of the "K. S. Dean
Company," of New Jersey, "with a
capital of 11,000,000," was reported
exclusively In the telegraphic eolumns
of Tin Omo, last evening.
It was one of the numerous pests
that iaiest Wall street and fleeoe those
who are foellsh enough to entrust them
with tbslr funds, expecting to reap big
returns through their "operations" in
the stook, grain and other speculative
markets.
It is needless to say that neither the
8. Dean Company" nor any of tbe
many ooncerns like it are members of
the New York stock exchange or any
other reputable financial or commercial organisation. Tbey are "blind"
or "dtsoretionary" pools, pure and
simple, and are good things to let
alone.
The "E. S. Dean Company" advertised extensively and suooesded in
seouring thousands of orders for tbe
purchase or sale of stocks, bonds and
grain. Its customers consisted chiefly
of young men and boys In the cities
who were carried away by tbe institution's announcement that It paid oasb
dividends averaging between S00 and
400 per cent. It goes without aeylng
that no reputable Wall-strehouse
would make any such promise, and yet
thousands of people were dazzled by
the vision of 300 and 400 per oent.
profits. How many people the com
pany victimized may never be known,
but it Is certain that only the promot
ers of the corporation profited by its
Investors should take
transactions.
warning from tbe fate of those who
"operated" In Wall street and on the
Chioago board of trade through this
oouoern and give these leeches a wide
berth.

THE DAILY OPTIC.
R. A. KI9TLUR, Bolter aad Preprleter.
Xoterod at tfie East I4i Veitae, N. U .,
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ANSWER HIM.

1

Tbe Entomologist at the Agricultural
Collage Deelroe Home lu
To the Kdftor of the Optic
Mssilla 1abk, N. M., April 7.
Will yon kindly permit me to ask your
readers for information on the subject
mentioned below f They both have
relation to an Inquiry as to the effect
of our climate eto. ; la the one cass on
horses, in tbe other on people, and in
tbe latter oase also aa to tbe results of
certain customs, I do not attempt to
Indioate what I believe to be true answers to the questions, because I wish
those who contribute Information to be
as tittle as possible biased by prevt.
eusly expressed opinions. Full oredlt
will be given In publication to all assisting, aod copies of the publication
or publications will be mailed to them.
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OF THE BLACK HILLS.

K ART

.lakes Affidavit to the Curing Powers of Pink PHIa
for Pale People Volunteers HU Own State
ment in the Interest of Suffering Humanity
from Sense of Hiffh Appreciation of
Benefit Received by Himself.

I

Yin

PH01rM

vrnig

vrtr-a-

an

go-Q- oo

t

iniTTrvi

treem city.

O L. HOUGHTON,
IN

UEXiCAU PONIES.

Jtaftl

(1). Not nnfrequeatly, in New Max.
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thorough and searching that it reaches to the remotest parts ci the body carrying with It a "nkT
and
firrf.
2nd
and
lit.
July
isar
Wba pieaeurscan a person And
ni
farming and strengthening effect. Pricb JU.OO PER VlAU
trip to berln only on date or sal. . tn h
ta
lm
of any klndf
w,th
.wJ,,Jr"uola
oootlnuons paosage. Tickets shall not be
totm MOM.
Macbeth Mlasral Water." berond
Of eTry de(or!p!c
ooo to loare Han Francisco earlier than
Headquarters for ' f I
1 SaOk'r Louis. sia. .
Sad with aeaiaeis
wil ipuraajripisss naioi(9stWn.B
end
flnal
limit
return
ahair
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Las Yegas,
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OPT.C. Qapt. Jas. A.
DufTcy,
OF TOLEDO.

New Mexico,
CODNTI.

HBHCO HBtTSL,

IKairaots from Our Kiohaoa:e..l
ttie ion of Eplfni0
0gaa died at
boy w" born t0 Mr. nd Mrs.
Lewli at Sooorro.

.
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10

per t0J
ara Tery

at Las Cruoo.

Cruoe.at

mnl

Dd

2J?
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CM
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n

i,
family, of
will move eoon to Colorado.
Mrs. C. I. Mills
entertained
- aunooi ciass at ber home her Sun.
la Baton,
Dona Ana county !
being run at leii
Cer-rillo-

ETKCTIVE

work requires conitant
vigilance, toady nerves, a clear
Dead and active brain. "A vaar ara"
buadre
ssveo. conviota la wrltee Capt. Duffey. of 631 Orchard St.. Tola.
.vT
the Territorial
penitentiary at Santa do, Ohio, "I overworked myialf, waa la
such a condition ileep wu lmpoulble. I was
so nervous I could not
younjr irloodi of John fiUria
He In bed i my arms
him ft delightful lurprlae
and llmbi twitched
party at
and my irnemseemed
The private eohool of the Miiaei
completely exhausted.
I began using Dr.
GullUord at Santa Fe U
doing very
Miles' Nervine and the
nicely.
Hsafth
fourth bottle restored
Dr. Toole, of CalKornla.bilked Albu
ma to health. Mra.
left
the city between Duffey bad suffered for eighteen years with
Hoerqaeane and
mo nays.
heart disease, had tried every remedy with.
avail until she took Dr. Miles' Nsw
wue waisn, p. Parent! and Com- - out
mar uisesner were baraed out in Heart Cure two years ago. For the
year she baa been free from the trouble."
Dr. Miles' Remedies are sold by all drug
Aioaquerqae.
R. M. Lozler contemplates leavgists under a positive guarantee, first bottle
ing Lai Cruoee lor California, In the benefits or money refunded. Book on Heart
and Nerves sent free to all applicants.
very near luture.
Dili. MILES MEDIQAi CO., Elkhart, Ind.
400 was
I- -
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nearly
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PCTtIXY VEOETABUB.
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From the Dsuvsr EvsuIor Post.
The Qreat Railway Detective Tall! What Dr. . Hon. Tout 0. Catron Is
expected
Mile' Rerrsdlee Have Don
Santa Fe about tha 20ib, and may
For Himself and Wife,
acoorded a reoeption with a brass
band attachment. And then again
may not.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten are back
at Raton from a foreign tour. They
visited Holland, trance. Germanv an

av

E' VhlPman

I1HH-M-

OHIO.

mJfcX"
. suwia uuyera.Albuquerqu.
.inW

MOUia DENVHIt

paid for bringing
county and no term

Colorado Sprlnga during tholr sojourn
aoroau.
El Imlfpendiente, a Laa Vegaa paper
puuiea id apauisn. is a new rout ex
Dedioado a los me
change, it Is
Jores Intereses del Territorlo de Nuevo
Mexico en general y del oondado
Ban Miguel en particular," and if yon
want a paper with those principles,
now is the time to subscribe. If Its
reading matter ia in keeping with ita
handsome appearanoe, it la not troubled
wun rues.
A Las Vegas editor wants a second
band typewriter in good working or
der, of handsome appearance, and not
much worn. Are you particular about
age, neighbor, and would yon prefer a
aionae or Drnnetter
A reporter of the Las Vegas Optic
road a bicycle too close to the belliger
ent suburb of a Mexican mule, and
sustained severe injuries in the wheel
lie teartully swears that when Inside
the same voting preoinct. with a mule
in the future, be will studlouslv keen
ouitiae tne aanger line.
fwie
Ana cornet.anana gave us first open
air ooncert at cerrillos, the other even
lng, and passengers on a passing train
tnougnt. Bousa wsj doubling bacK on
the Territory.
Cerrillos has a band of aerenaders
known aa the "curbstone warblers'
bo vocally erupt occasionally and
freight the night air with Sbeolic
music Otherwise the people of that
town tave few grievous crosses to stag'
ger anaer.
Sheriff KInsell. of Santa Fe. savs if
me leuow wno stole bis watch will re
turn It no embarrassing conundrums
will be propounded.
Thomas Honey Is a prominent ranch
man on tbe bugante
near Raton
.
a
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10 ere aoouiu 00 iota 01 sweetness on
the desert air in that saccharinlsh re
glon.
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An elegant

Nothing U to unpUaunt, nothing 10 common,
na in
peu oreain;
every cw II comet Irom
the ttomai-hslid can unity
he to easily corrected if you will
lake Simmon l.tVKH Ksgulatok. Do not neglect au
aure a remedy fur lint rejulive ditorder. II will alao
imiHuYe youi aij)iiie,ci,uiplerion and general health,
'

All

.f

Trains.

RAFAEL ROMERO,

PLAZA HOTEL.

I

uvn

0

Claim Agent.
LAS

CONSTIPATION

,

.,

SteK

Thl dittretailur

i.

to suit the most fastidious. Ladles
are
respectfully invited to call. I'lace of
buslneis directly In the center of tlio
"Ity, a short distance east of the bridge.
Unglltnana Spanish. speaking asslstanta

Free Hacks to and From

How many auger tociure day aier day, making life
S burden and nibbing eaiuence of all' pleaeure, owing
w iin
Mt(, aunerma irm ruaa. lei relief l read'
to Ihe aaad at almoel anv one who will uae avateuai
cally lha remedy that haa oemanentlv eur.il iK,ul.
"
KaauLAioa la ao draauc
siaauni
yioient purge, out a geail aaaiatani lo aatare,
SHOULD not be regarded as
a Irieing ailment in fact, nature
demanda the utmoat regufanly of
the bowela, and' any. deeiaiiua
from thia demand pave (he. way
often to eerioua danser.. It i
.'' quit at aeceeeary to remove
Impure accumulation from the
a
' ' bowel, at l ia to eat or ileep, and
ao health can be expected where
a coetiva babtt of botiy prevail, .

is now shown

Pattern Hats

UltEATIIt

PII.ESI

line

MRS. L 1IOLLKNWAG1JK.

ng

oii
Kiivies, Uwwml
Cum r lai NTs, Kimtlb- NHiiH,

Modish Millinery.

Mrs. Standlsh has returned from Eastern Cities with
the latest designs In Millinery and Dress-makiand
nas the most competent help to assist. Work guar
anteed and done on short notice. Call at Mif s Carr's

m"

VEGAS, N. M.

American or European

Plan.

Las Vegas, N. M

Indian Depredation Claims a
Specialty.

J. M. JACOBS..

Isaac B. Hltt

Jett, Thompson

,

A fie..
A I aw,

niilai
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nt

Washington,'!), O..

BKADACHXt

nr'nire mna, r.Miiiantlw
ditturhance of the atomack, aritioe; from the
impenectiy digested contenu, caute a aever pain ia
ww uewu, eccompanica wita
aitagreaoi nautam, ana
thit constitute what it popularly
known aa Sick
Headache, for the relief of which tai: Simmons
MlDIUNa.
UTK KSOVLATOa
atHltrtlMI

the

MANVrACTUKSD
a".

H. ZEI1XN

ONtV

JOHN HILL,

General Broker.

SV

CONTRACTOR

Land Grants, Improved Ranches, Native Cattle, Improved
Cattle, Cattle Ranges, Horses and Sheep, Real Estate Stc.

CO., Philadelphli a.P.

ThiivSSeT X7.

IISu'cT, ofNugai,
JudgS
received a message informing bim of Land
the illness of hla daughter, Mra, Corn,
at Silver City, and that It was thought
she oould not survive many hours

1100.

Tbe park donated to tbe city by t&e
Woman's Improvement association at
Las. Crucea ia about completed and is
credit to the city.

and BUILBEB.

tfannf aotnrsr of

tui Doors,

Mouldings,
Scroll Sawing,
Surfacing and Matching

Hlanirac; Mill

NEW MEXICO

and Office Corner ef Blanchard street and
nrsne avenue.
AST
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A. G. SCHMID1
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o
6 BLACKWELL
WOOL oo
cr&co.
o lfapiis.vCarriaps,
o
o
o
Wholesale
o
Heavy . HnrdwHrn,
o1
nnth.e
o
a
O Grocers and Wool Dealers. o
La
O
o
O
(
O
o Las Vegas Roller Mill
o
o
in n i
o
o
o
C)
GROSS
J. R. SMITH, Prop'r.
o St.
V
()
BLACKWELL
o
rail.
& KELLY.
o
o
Efannfaotorer of

And dealer la

Every kind of waarnn malarial
Horseshoelna- - and reDalrlno- annnie it
Grand and Manzanares Avenues. Kast
Vestas.

IOI, 102 ANO
104 NORTH 2ND
LOU13 MO.
St.

This Is Tour Oriportonlty.
On seceiptof ten cents, ensh or stamps,
generous sample will be mailed of the
most popular Cutarrh and Hay Fever Cure
(Ely's Cream Balm) sufficient to demon- strata the great merits of the remedy. ELY BROTHEK8,
66 Warren Bt. , Kew Tork City.
JUv. John Iteid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont.,
recommended ly's.Creaau lialaw to anev I
A. A. WISH, NoUry Public W -- E.Ubll.hed 18gl.
an emphasize lus statement, ''It is a positive cure for catarrh if nsed as drect(.n
Key. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres.
Church, Helena, Mont.
Ely's Cream Balm ia' tbe acknowledged
enre for catarrh and contains no mercury
nor any injurious drng.
"noe, bU seats.
.

uaah

Scrip of all Kinds, Territorial and County Warrants. Oeis
eral Land Office Business. Titles Secured Under the
United States Land Laws.
,

LAS VEGAS,

TbeTrae Resnedy.

W. M. Repine, editor Tiskllwa, 111.,
"Chief," aavs: "We won't keep house
without Dr. King's New Disoovery for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. Ex.
perimented with many others, but
never got the trne remedy until we
nsed Dr. King 'a New Disoovery. No
other remedy can take its plaoe in our
home, as in it we have a certain and
sure cure for Coughs. Colds, Whoop.
log uougb. eto.'" It la idle to ex
periment withuher remedies, even it
they are urged on yon as just as good
as Dr. King's "New Disoovery.
They
are not as good, beoause tbe remedy
oas a reoord of cures and besides is
to
It never, fails
guaranteed.
satisfy. Trial bottles. 10 cents, at
Murphey-Va- n
Petten Drue Co's. drng
store; at wholesale by Browne 4 Manzanares Co. Regular siza 60 cents and

Location: On tbe hot SDrlnss branch
way, Bast Las Vegas, New Mexloo.

O0COO0000000C3 CCOO

CCD CCCD

BRAN, FLOUR, GRAIN
AND FEED.
Tour Patronage So io ted.

F. O. HC OS8T

WISE & HOQSETT,

HAEFNER & ROSSIER,

LOANS AND RBAIi ESTATE,

Agentsfor

Sixth and Douglas Aves., East Laa Veijas, N. M.
Mra. Miliman and daughter, of To- Improved end Unimproved Lands and City Property for sale. Investments made and
beeo
Feoos
in
tbe
have
Kas.,who
peka,
ttenaea to tor
xisies exaaunea nens eonsoiea aad Xezes p4d.
valley aome timeTrecopereting, left Las
AND
.
Cruoea for California.
sT. e (V. M.
A.
'DIRECTORY
BUSINESS
Obapman Lodire, No. t, meets first ano
third Thursday evenlnvs nt
each month, la
and Eczema.
Tetter,
the Masonic temple., Visiting brethren
art
Barber rbops.
The intense itching and smarting, inciInvited.
fraternally
L. n. Ilofmetster, W. it.
dent to these diseases, is instantly allayed
O. H. Sporleder, Sec.
Proprietors
by applying Chamberlain's Eye and B. M. BLAUVKLT,
Tonsorlal Parlors,
Skin Ointment. Many very bad cases
Las Vegas liuyal Arch Chapter, No. S,
Begular convocations, nrst Monday in eact
have been permanently cured by it. It
Center Etreet.
month. Vlsltlnsr comnnnlons fraternnlli
is equally efficient for itching piles and
Bon-to.
Bt. Loots, Lona Branoh, round Invited.
O. L. Gkkookt, E. H, P
a favorite remedy, for sore nipples, senator, and round, sqove and box pom
L. H. HontalsTaa. sec.
frost
bites
a
chilblains,
hands,
chapped
padour specialty.
Las Vegas Oommandery, Mo. a. stegniai
and chronic sore eyes. 23 cts. per box.
second Tuesday eacl
communication,
PAKLOlt BAKBalB SHOP,
month
Visiting Knights cordially welOenter Street,
Dr. Cady'a Condition Powders, are
comed.
Jokr Hill, E. C.
O. L. Gregory, Prop.
L. H. HorKSlsraa. Reo.
just wbat a horse needs when in bad
Hot
Onlv skilled workmen employed.
condition, Tonici jblood purifier and and
AS VEGAS COUNCIL NO. t, Koyai
cold baths In connection.
nf
Center Bt. East Las Vegas.
vermifuge. They are fnoit ; food bnt
XJ Select Masters.
Begula convocatlor
medicine and the rest irt use to put a
third Monday of each month.
Ir
Sanctuary
CHAKLES WIU OUT, Prop
Masonic temple.
Price 25
Sao. T. GotiLP if
horse in prime condition.
Baaks
a. A. Bothqib,
T.I.
cents per package.
Beoorder,
Best Twenty-fiv- e
Cent
HAN M1Q0BL NATIONAL,
Masons visiting the city ara cordtalli In
Meals in Town
Sixth street and Grand avenue vlted to attend
Peter W. Sattertbwaite, of Mt. Etna,
these bodies,
Indiana, who spent several years In
Table supplied with everything the mar
lfeutista.
B asters Rtar '
Raton and made. many friends while
ket.aaoras. ratronage solicited.
eommnnloatloDS
second
A
died
bis
at
and
home
toart
MKYBns
UHS
WHITS,
there,
recently.
evenings.
over fan Miguel Bank, East Las Regnlar
OFFICE N. M.
Mas. C. H. sroRLDaa, Worthy Matron,
How's This I
Mas. Emma Bknkdict, Treasurer,
We offer One Hundred Dollars' Reward
All visiting brothers and sisters cordial!
Soode.
Irx
of
be
Catarrh
that
Miss Ulakchb Boibobb Bee.
cannot
invited.
foranycaee
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
oa KOMUF.O,
F. J. CHENEY & CO,, Props.,
at. Kiomero, Manager,
Toledo. O.
i
South Side Plata
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
i
Horse-Sho- er,
and
believe
Cheney for the last!5 years,
him perfectly honorable ia all business
Surveyor.
County
transactions and flnanoially able ti carry
ont any obligations' made- - tiy their ' firm.
F. MKUKDITH JONES,
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Wist & Tnkcx, Wholesale
Druggists,
AND OOUNTT
-CITT ENGINEER
Toledo. O.
Office, room 1, City Hall.
Wholesale
Waloixs, Rinnan & Marvin,
Not. 7, 8 and 9 Bridge street, west and of
".: T.
Druggists, Toledo, O. '
Hall's Catarrh Cure ie taken Internally,
Physicians and Surgeons.
bridge.
acting directly upon theblnnd and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per
O.O. GORDON, St. D.
Special attention given to brand
bottle. Bold by all Druggists. TestimoTFIOE TAMMK OPEBA HOUSE, EAST
nials free..
Las Vesas, M. M. omce nours; U
y.
irons, and general blacksmith'
ing
7
8
m.
1
Ut, m., to i p. m,, to p.
and woodwork.
All work
ing
Major John Swartz, of Las; Cruoes,
and satctiisonfa
DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM,
promptly uon
has been appointed at deputy by AssesOFFIOB IB
AND 8TJRGKON.
fruarantaed.
sor Freudenlhal, and will make a tour PHYSICIAN building, up stairs.
of Dona Ana bounty to receive reports.

nm Mum m,

niiii mr

.

Salt-Rheu-

Soda Bottling Works.

'

Montezuma Restaurant

T

O. S.

;

Rogers,

Practical

Fresh

Kettle

T.'iiy ilavo You
Been stricken with, disease while jfbur

Attorn

neigh-

W, H, Walker was arrested in Lincoln county withouh warraot.it is said.
He was oharged with larceny of cattle.
He waived examination and gave bond,

i

at.

'

s!Z!Sk

AND 00UN8ELLOB

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW-

OFrlOBl,

-

IsspoaltJyfienre,

ti

Apply Into tha noatrli. It quickly absorbed,
wui at Inir"7lt or by mail ; sample iuu. by itiali,
iut
SiirT4-iiW Watres
iw

House

Mcr

ing and Raising a Specialty.
i

BOB WKLL

BHOP COR, NINTH AND INTKROCRA
Ward Block, Railroad Ave.,

SOCIETIES.
O.

No. 4, meets ever
eveninR at ineir nan, bixti
AJ'nonany
All visiting brethren are cordla.ll
street.
invited to attend.
--

T

Mrs. Wm. Coin, Prop.

r

CHARLES TWITCH ELL,

ST.

AS VEGAS LODGE

TablesiServed With
EVERYTHIP.S

THE

SESSGS

a. r koohi, t. w.
fiso.WMrti, Seconlar.

P. Eaasoa, Financier,

PROFESSIONAL NURSF,

IftfiBB

Cooked and Served in the Higkest Order
Meals, 25o. - Board by week, f5,

Ffr-'y- .

A. O. tJ. W.
NO. ., meai first ainS
ntAMONTI,OTGK evenlnirs
each mnntli la
Wvman Htorie, TmnirtBS nvoniie. Visltiiit
brethren are cordially invited.

4hm

Job Work and Repairing,

East Las Venns, N. M.

MONTKZUMA LODGE MO.2S.
Arlv.ia will con viae you of tb merits
LRAGUK Benelar nietlr
SKXENNIAL
evoniDK of each motit
TUB Mfllmr, HWMTATTHaNT.
at I,o. o. F. hall.
K.J. umiLTUn, rrai.
Tt.

a

olxlott,
It BUILDER.

VfY

A. J. WKUTX.S. 8.
W. fr.nns:, Rec'y.,
W. L. KiKKPATiucK, Cemetery Trustee.

An

lf

Hayward's.

CONTRACTOR

ft FOttT

m. M. 8HH-WITPHYSICIAN ANU STJBGBON .

RoflRHtcartr.

FIAT.M

At

,

afN11

IXT'S ritEAM

AT LAW

ATTOBNET Union block. Sixth street,
East Las Vegas. N. M.
LOMG
,

C

All Kinds

eys-at-lia- w.

FRANK 8PKINGKB,

Doth were alike
bor escuped, ex
exposed, buMn one case the the disease germi
found lodgement in the Impure blood and weak'
ened system. while In the other, the blood was
and tbe
kept pure by Hood's
body was hi a condition of goo-- I health,
lleecj'a Pills are purely Vegetable ani do
not purge, pain or gripe; Hold by all druggists.

I

Rendered
Leaf Lard,
Poultry,

o

,

n

rit

illinoiy.

-

i

f

a

James M. Rogers, of Cerrillos. haa
wa WUII
filed his final papera in tha matter of
xomas valdeai, brother of Marclal
.vaiaes.wno
up on hla homestead. A pro.
has been ill for some time proving
test was entered on behalf of the town,
oiea, at Las Cruoes.
upon the ground that the land la with
aims McDonald returned to White In the incorporated limits of the town
Oaks from Texas and resumed her place of Cerrillos.
.
1
"
.La I I iu mo
puono scnoois.
Free Pills.
ear. ana Mrs. trans:
of
j. jSager,
Send
address
to H. E. Bucklen
your
wnite Uaks, are rejoicing
over the &
Co., Chicago and get a free sample
aavent of a nioe girl baby.
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills. A
jne commencement exerolmis of the
school of mines will be held at the trial will convince you of their merits,
These pills are easy in their action and
Bouse in Socorro, May 6th
are particularly effective in the enre of
M. Ramsdale, of White Oaks, Constipation and Sick Headache. For
Jerry
...
a tt
l
guna to wogai ana win acoept a Malaria and Liver troubles they have
been proved invaluable.
mill.
position on the Helen-Rae- "
They are
u is rnmored that the management guaranteed to be perfectly free from
ox tne jraiaoe hotel at Santa Fe con
every deleterious substanoe and to be
purely vegetable. They do not weak'
templates closing the establishment.
. S. Warren, of Maxwell City, left en by their action, but by giving tone
lor lerre Haute, Indiana, whore Mrs. to stomach and bowels greatly in
warren ana me noys are now visiting vigorate the system. Regular size 25 Itching,
aealy, bleeding palms, shapeless nslls,
cents
box. Sold by Murphey-Va- n
sad painful flogar aoda, pimple, blaekhaads,
Oldham Bros, have sold their inter. rettenper
Co'a.
at
atore;
Drug
drng
skia,dry, thin, and falling hair,
ally,
mothy
asts in the Ellzabetatown livery stable wholesale
acalp, all yield quickly to warm baths
by Browne & Manzanares wltascaly
and stage line to W. C. Wfcltescarver. Co.
Cotiodka Boar, and genii aDolDttoga
With Cumcosa (ointment;, th great skia our.
The Odd Fellows of Albuquerque are
The mail route between Red River
to ouua a $du,uuu temple on lots secured last summer at a cost of f 2,000. and Elizabetbtown, heretofore owned
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46
eye,
coming
cent
of
of
whole.
every'
the
per
upwards
of volunShall brighten, and thy form shall pink, there is a broad belt of pink limbs. There are many species, which sess advantages over the bone and the populace and many prohibition served as brigadier-generGreat Britain has a largely preponderinhabit chiefly high southern latitudes. celluloid article in being less brittle leaders of national fame came from' teers, holding at different times three
tower,
with
double
moire
side
at
the
and
loops
In
the supply of steel rails And when thy sisters, elder born,
ating share
In his book on the and less liable to chip. For combs the lifferent parts. .'Mr. Dow was born in separate comman.
He was twice
Would brand thy name with words of around the neck there is a crush of the Cunningham,
to Japan."
He is of wounded and once taken
of Magellan, thus refers to these milk substance has been found to be Portland, March 20, 1804.
Straits
scorn
moire.
prisoner;
pink
Before thine eye,
birds as he saw them in that region: especially well adapted, as it is smooth Quaker parentage. In 1851, while a
from the army in 1864.
in
Political wisdom, in varying degrees, Upon their Hps the taunt shall die!
"On climbing to the summit of one of and delicate to the touch, and derives member of the state, legislature, he se- 1880 he was the candidate of the
Notes of the Mode.
al
Bryant
is to be looked for In the words adThe princess dress is very popular in the high banks, we beheld a company from its creamy origin a glossy sur- cured the passage of what is called the
Prohibition party for president
dressed by governors to the legislasevere
of
Maine
after
erect
of
law,"
pen
the United States.
face. In the same way it is a good subpenguins, which,
which, under
standing
.,
Paris, and many handsome gowns of
i4
Bow Vlolete Are Worn.
tures of the several states. The recent
at us in a stupid manner stitute for ivory in billiard and pool
The prettiest evening gowns have ac- velvet and silk for weddings and other and astaring
no
addresses
and
contained
messages
for few moments, shuffled off; their balls.
Rkirts of satin. They're dressy occasions are cut In this style.
to shoot at the pack on every occasion.
claimed that the closer the ends of
sounder sense than that of the gover- cordion plaited
If a woman would have the latest little wings hanging limp at their sides
old
like
at
th?
fashioned
not
all
kind,
There are many people here who fear
cling together, that is natural
nor of South Carolina when ,he said:
colordark
and
and
their
white
In
gray
silk
petticoats she must
The French Navy.
however. In the first place, they're elegance
,
them and children won't go near the without artificial force, tha
Is
and reeling movements suggesting
"South Carolina has not yet regained cut
avoid the rustling kind and wear daining
These
skirts
differently.
France is the second naval power of woods on' account of the stories going the intellectuality the owner greater
her once proud position In this great are altogether
soft brocaded .silk skirts, ruffled a drunk and disorderly funeral procesposseases
ty,
like
cut
circular
skirts,
exactly
A tendency to curl denotes
sion. When hard pressed they aban the world. She has fourteen large and round the post about the dogs.
Republic. She can never regain it unwith silk crepe.
inherent
"There used to be only a few dogs, grace and a poetic nature.
hail-i- s
til her people, rising above all partisan
Metallic finished cambric, which has don the erect position, and crouching eight small battleships of modern pat
Straight
in
now
make
their
tern
but
six
for
appearance
sea,
the sign of a firm, positive and practhey
ready
building, ten
down on all fours, if I may be permitail the gloss of real satin, is a new linhatreds, unite in one heroic effort to
a
dozen
all
or
of
half
more of old design, and sixteen coast packs
twenty and
tical disposition. Such bad
make our system of public instruction
ing for thin dresses. It comes in all ted the expression, ran along like rab- defense
She has forty-thre- e
Bhips.
running together. The sentries shoot as treachery and Jealousy are qualities
Inferior to none." The welfare and
the pretty colors, costs only 35 cents bits at a very rapid rate, using their
generally
have not killed off any. of found in people with
honor of a commonwealth are safer in
a yard, and is fully a yard wide.
wings as fore legs, till they gain their cruisers of all kinds ready and build at them but
black, lustreless
are
the
for
timid
fifteen
late,
dogs
hair.1 The lighter the hair, the more
growing
torpedo gunboats, three
the hands of the schoolmaster, "armFabrics for dresses and millinery burrows, fairly ensconced in which ing,
the rifles and keep back in the trees. sensitve and
ed with' his primer," than of the sothey faced their pursuers, and slowly destroyers and 240 torpedo boats.' This of
"touchy" the owner
purposes are now being made of Veneon
Leasts
If
the
keep
fleet is manned by 45,000 officers and
Increasing they erally is. Brown hair must be a gentian glass, and it is promised that we
ldier, "in full military array." The
men, with reserves of about 100,000, will become such a pest that the woods dealrable thing to possess, for the very
Southern chief magistrate wisely
are soon to have bonnets which can be
hair
'
As a fighting implement the French must be fenced against them.
readers say it is always found on peopoints the people of his state to the
subjected to the application of soap
is
overrun
ts
with
fleet-distinctly inferior to that, of
ple having in a high degree commod
victories of peace; and what more Imand water.
Britain; its battleships are slower, not rabbits, but of late I think they have sense, good Judgment and reason. Red
Taffeta silk hats are the latest cry in
portant triumph Is there than a vicas
wild
not
increased
the
much,
dogs hair is a sign of
so seaworthy, less heavily armed, and
honesty and
tory over illiteracy?
millinery. The silk Is doubled and
smaller In size. They are not so uni live upon them. You may see the packs clevernesa. Nothing whatever also..of
for
brim.
the
shirred
la said
crown
The
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a
the
cottontails
and
kill
How many persons can describe acupon
charge
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in
form
those of the British
pattern
about freaks of temper as an accompan-ime- nt
one high puff, and the trimming conThen
e
few.
hear
the
forty-fivof
you
the
the
snarl,
yelp,
arrangement
curately
fleet, and, as they have till lately taken
to red hair. It may be therefore,
sists of black feathers, black velvet and
dogs and off they are safe to conclude
stars that are to occupy the blue
longer to build, they are not so mod growl of fighting
that another
a
ornament.
fancy
'
cover.
field of the United States flag after the
ern. France is now building a consid again under
Idea has been dissolved by the popular
Cordings are a feature of the new
searchwould
be
a
'
if
"It
good
they
thjng
4th of next July? The official orders
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erable number
fast cruisers.
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light of science and investigation.dress models, and small cords, two or
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spends on her navy about 10.300,000 a these
close together, are set in around
three
a
are
little
animals
to
custodians
of
pest already,
federal
navy, and
year, as against Britain's 121,800,000 in and men come
the bodice of a foulard gown an inch
here with guns to shoot
The Counting Pike.
1896.
buildings throughout the republic, say
half apart. The material gatha
and
them, causing no little trouble to themThe courBlng pike in running down
that there are to be six horizontal rows
ers on these cords just enough to give
selves and the guard. A few days ago its prey behaves
of stars. In the first, third and fifth
Locnatl and Their "Frlendi."
a soft, pretty effect.
marvelously like a
a man went
for cottontails and
turning about their heads from side to
rows there are to be eight stars; In the
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a
usefulness
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well known fact in natural forfeited hishunting So the rabbits are greyhound. The unhappy little fish,
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fashioned
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in
circle
a
much
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most
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with
side,
brayed
larger
gun.
turns this way and that, its pursuer
second, fourth and sixth rows, seven only
Chantilly shawl is revived again, and it ridiculous manner, offering a stout re history that certain animals and fishes left to the dogs exclusively. No, there
stars. The even number of stars In naturally a larger hole in the center.
anticipating, its every motion as a
to
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dress, most viciously with their strong bills.
safeguard against danger,
it is dogs attacked men or children, but they
around the waist with fine, even plaits
rows.
of stars in the
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it is
all around. After being well fitted at with a touch of color at Cte neck and While contemplating one individual in now r?orted that the locust, advanc- still
a class to be fooled with.'! not to be turned from quarry,
not
its purpose;
belt, can be made very attractive, and Its den I was suddenly startled by a ing in intelligence, has secured similar
The old lady of 72 years, who has the waist the plaits are laid to the botEven when the victim, In an agony of
Of late strenuous effort
close to me, and protection.
Just died in New York from dancing all tom of the skirt, becoming larger as the use of something which has been loud
terror, tries to hide amongst a shoal '
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save
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Another novelty
boldly
devastation, but,
royal
evening
of a fate that would serve to warn othA novel costume for spring Is made
singles it out and the chase Is renewed
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er aged persons of social excesses. flounced from hem to waist with
neighboring burrow and was thus ad- to the consternation of the farmers, the civilization. It will come as an evolu Itlll
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dress
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raking
thinking.
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pause.
living
slim girls os the accordion plaited skirt on the bodice, narrowing toward the an old bird out of its hole with the hlbly whenever their patrons are Inter gether is the highest of all arts, but
The Unklndest Cot of All.
and also ob- fered with. What the reward of the takes the longest time to learn; but
The controversy started by Wash Is to short folks. Bunches of artificial belt, and a plain skirt with a wide crook of a walking-sticla does not appear.
there is an ineradicable conviction In
Heslng, as to whether women spend flowers are used to decorate plain plait in front, spreading out wider at tained two young ones in their down."
Mudge I think a woman on a biorcland the foot and fastened down Just below Darwin thus describes the habits of
skirts. For this purpose vln'-itmore for finery than men spend for lithe human heart that there is a better ia'one of the' ugliest sights there' is.
waist with fancy buttons. Buttons penguins: "Having placed myBelf be
Patience and forgiveness Is a vlcf way than by building our fortunes on
a"
quor, is an unprofitable one.
They orchids are most in favor. Or, if the the
Yabsley She isn't half as
should both spend very much less in dress be white, bright red or bright also decorate the front on the bodice tween a penguin and the" water, I was when It encourages tyranny, and help' be ruins of our fellows. We want bet-- spectacle as a fellow on a disgusting
tandem
.
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the
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above
blue
used.
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of
Bilk
Garlands
he
cms
amused
to
weak
bust,
and
t
much
forms
tha
by watching its habits.
education and better " religion.
folly and set a better example to their pink geraniums
your own best girl. Indianapolis Jou- rt was a brave bird, and until
Saalain.
fclossoms may be effectively use'. ,?o cs'lar and belt.
'
children.
Rev. A. J. Wells.
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which Is
simulate an
quite an important factor In
evening gowning. Silk crepe, figured,
INTERESTING
READINQ FOR whtch can be bought at a very low figure, makes a pretty evening dress.
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jias pimpletely gained the favor of, the
metropolis sine the opening of the
fall and winter season, but its victory has been very much more sweeping than that of any other stage production of the year. The result is
t0 the management in a
double sense
In the firm place, it
means that the season at tbe Empire is
to be exceptionally profitable.
In the
g
second, it. demonstrates that Mr.
Judgment was thoroughly sound
when ,he determined to promote William Faversham, who had previously
played the "heavy" villains In his various dramas, to the position of leadThis exing actor In, tbe company.
periment was exceedingly hazardous.
The public unwittingly but unvaryingly aspcclates an actor with the parts

,

Edward Ha.ilgun, ordinarily one til
the most hospitable and kindly of men,
has been moved to write and publish a
letter complaining, that "there are'
probably more competent actors and
actresses" out of employment In this
than ever
country at the present time
'
from
before; yet an Inferior person
abroad can come to America, command an enormous salary,, and go
back home with a barrel of money ind
a enicker in the sleeve." Then he
asks: "Why should this be?" A question to which the simplest as well as
the truest answer would be, "It Isn't"
The New York Times takes up the in- -'
dictment In this way: Mr. Harrlgan
instances the Helds and Yohes and the
Fullers, who prove something quite
he plays. Accordingly, if Mr. Froh-man'- s different from his propoeition, and
patrons had grown to Irrevoca- then, after lamenting the misfortunes
bly ret ard Mr. Faversham as a playei in England of Joseph Jefferson, Richof sinister riles. It would have been ard Mansfield, Nat Goodwin, William
difficult for them to recognize in him a H. Crane, Julia Marlowe, and "a score
suitable portrayer of sympathetic char- of others whom I might mention, and
acters. But, happily for him and foi who represent all that is characteristic
bis manager, the step has been taken of the American drama," he proceeds
with the utmost success.
to make this statement, which is considerably more curious than accurate:
. The
play, . "Under the Red Robe," "Yet Henry Irving, Beerbohm Tree,
dr,mati7ed from Stanley J. Weyman's John Hare, E. a Willard, the Kendals,
novel of the came name, is an unusOlga Nethersole, Sarah Bernhardt,
e
Duse, Coquelln, Mounet Sully, all come
ually terse, vigorous, and
.

Froh-man'-

..laiani

J

li,.,
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"FISH" AND "RABBIT , EGG3. ,
dates from the earliest Christian ages.
They were called Paas, or Pasque,- or
Pace eggs. The ancient name of Easter was Pascba, as the first Easter oc'
'
'
curred at the time of the Jewish Feast of the Passover
or' Paschal.' But far beyond that,
among all Eastern nations and in very
ancient times, the egg was the em
blem of the opening vernal season, and
it had always been the custom for
friends to present them to each other
was
at- this time, wnen all nature
waking from her long sleep. Hence,
they were adopted as specially appropriate to the Festiv?l of the Resurree-Urn- .'
'

mpsmif

r i

In England

There are many ways of coloring and
decorating Easter eggs. One Of the
simplest Is to tie them, up, each ' In' a
piece of bright calico, and boll until
the pattern 'of the calico is transferred
to the eggs. Cochineal, Indigo or other
things, can be used to color the water
In which eggs are boiled, darker or
lighter, according to the quantity of
coloring matter used. Nowadays col
oring matter of any desired shade can
be bought at the druggist's for a few
cents.

These dyes make the egg one plain

....

u

,

-..

IDA CONQUEST.

piece' of stagecraft. It moves with
briskness, and the interest is cumula
tive throughout The character-draing Is graphic and the dialogue pic
turesque, and the situations are stir
ring,., The surprise of the interpreta
tion was provided by Mr. Dodson, who
played Cardinal Richelieu with Re
markable force and eloquence. Othei
members of the cast whose work, was
distinguished for conspicuous excel
w

f
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household.
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Rnnlou's most recent drams,
hue bmm plueed on view by
Charlos Krolniian at the Knickerbocker
L,
CURRENT SAYINGS AND DOINQ3 Tlii'ater, with Virginia Hunted In the
character written by the greatest stage
OF STAGE FOLK.
writer of his time for Madame Bernhardt to play In Paris. "Splrltlsme"
"I'nder the fled Holi." One of the Frln- - Is' In many
respects a remarkable
elpal Suooe.se of the Mew Vurk sHaga woi k.:A While the phenomena of spirit
"Heartsease,'1 with lleury Miller as nnllsm afford the ostensible theme,
tuo star.
Sardou' has succeeded in evolving a
story which In other respects is absorbHe does
ing and Intensely moving.
HE principal success of the New not appear to lose In force or In the.
York season In the prolific quality as he grows older. In
theaters was scored fact, the recent examples of M.
skill as a dramatist are more
In the production
of "Under the Red finely polished and' deeper In feeling.
Robe," by the Em- If possible, than the best examples" of
'
too
pire Theater Com- bis earlier work. It is as yet
,"
pany at its home early to foretell the career of
but it cannot be denied that
establishment This
play 1b by no means the play Is In many directions origiand of striking merit.
,
tbe only one that nal
,.,
1
, i!

THKATJtlCAL

(which
means about the time of' Edward I.)
Easter eggs were always, sent to the
church in large hampers to be consecrated or blessed by the priest These
Easter eggs were colored or ornamented in many ways before they were
sent, and when 'they were returned
home they, were distributed among the

Christian
jear, of (he , sejjulchra itself, .and: through
the others1 being these
candles are passed to the
Whitsuntide. arch, of Jerusalem, who is inside.Patnjr,
He,
Frnm the' earliest
theW with the eacre(d flame .and
Keeps both rider and saddle perlights
fectly dry in the hardest storms.
WiJM' Period of. Christianity down hands them put burning, 'iother can4 Substitutes
willdisappoint. Ask for
Wm- ta the nresent day it has dles are lighted from these, ,and mes1897 Fish Brand Pommel Sllcker-i- t
la entirely news If not for sale In
' mlllffl always been celebrated' by
sengers, rumjirrg carry the' holy fire
your town, write for catalogue to
M& Christians with the greatest all over. Palesttne,"to Bethlehem, and
K. J. TOWER.
I
Boston, MasMp
was usual to Nazareth, to
re$
Galilee ;and
Joy. In primitive times It
for Christians to salute each other on to the different parts of the earth
this day by exclaiming "Christ re-is from which the pilgrims come. The Interest In this ceremony, is as great as
risen!" to which the person saluted
or
else,
which surrounds the Passion Play
indeed,"
risen
is
"Christ
that
plied,
at Oberammergau.' The night before
"And hath appeared unto Simon!" '
'
the miracle hundreds sleep in the difHow to Fix the Day.
ferent chajels and sIn, the rotunda, in
been
never
any
has
thereThough
to hold good places for the
.order
Christian
in
the
of
d'fference
opinion,
during the day the churches
there
is
kept,
..
" w Church as to why. Easter
I
has been a good; deal as to when' it are thronged; to such an'-" extent 'that
by the crush.
pught to be kept. It Is one of the mov- people are often Injured
In Rome.
Easter
to
Sunday
fixed
It
not
is
that
able
is,
feasts;
'
In Rome, as might be expected, Easono particular , day, like Christmas
ter
Sunday Is celebrated with elaborate
which
25.
December
Is always
The
pay,
rule given at the beginning of the
Prayer Book to find Easter is this;
EaBter Day is always the first' Sunday
1
after . the full moon, which happens
W. U DOUGLAS
upon or next after March 21, and, if
SI10
the fun moon happens upon a Sunday,
IN THE WORLD.
1 ' 'or BEST:
H yean thit Ihoe, by merit alone, has
Easter, isithe Sunday efter.
distanced all competitors.
'
.
,
The Easter Time.
Indorsed by over 1,000,000 wearers as the
best in atyle, fit and durability of any ahoe
It Is well known that fire has In the
ver offered at fta.OO.
Infancy of most nations been held In
It is made in all the LATEST SHAPES and
STYLES and of every variety of leather.
high esteem, and among some of them
One dealer in a town givsa exclusive sale
even accounted worthy of veneration.
and advertised in local paper on reoeipt of
Fire and water having, been looked
reasonable order. tEcWrite for catalogue to
W. L DOUGLAS. Brockton. Mass. .
upon as the most efficient" means of
purification, we are not at a loss to
account for the origin and design of
STS-- f I ' AK'fl-- t)K i:XTTBYOT.T.
the Easter fire, It would he curious
eV
MANILLA
to trace in how far the holy lamp used
r"i
'n Catholic churches is the offspring
of Vestal fireivhowever; this at; least
proof.xappears eVldehV that the igneous suNo RI'sT nor RATTI.K. (ivtlant tin orimn,
fiirRblf uhmiiHtf for PltiMteron wrI.k.,
perstitions comnfoif: to paganism im1
(lVater
Proof Phaihinit of iine mnitortnl.ths
b"wt A ch'fappst n the niftrkil, Writ for untiipl
perceptibly, crept into' '"Christian obto.
IN THE PAST,
servances. And thM j superstitions
must have made violent inroads ameng ceremonies. The Cy is ishered in by
our Christian predecessors yince it
CURE YOURSELF!
the firing of cannon from the Co of
ll'IHEriX
Xs
l'te Hie O for unnatural
for
St. Angelo,' and about seven o'clock
General
Sixth
necessary
the
tndaninmtmnd,
flu w&dsvnA discharti
irril&tious or ulccrntioni
Assembly of the Church, which was carriages with ladies.
of mucous niembrnuen.
held in the ye.ir 680, under Constan- are beginning to pour toward St. PerstnlenH. an ft n.tt aulnn.
ilTHEEvH5CrfMICtC0.
or poitonou.
!s
tino Pogonatus, to prohibit "the prac- ter's. That magnificent baaii'.-V
XomciHNin.o.ri
tice of fighting Urea In front of f.he richly ornamented and th lights
or iwnt Iti plain wrapper.
A fc't. Pehouses or shops and Jumping over around fie toub and frir on, or 3 twittl, v.7S.
Uua at the time of the new moan." ter are biaaing after their temporaxy
The Best

Saddle Coat.
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The custom of exchanging or presenting Easter eggs at Eastertide

In old times

AS CELtifiKATED NOW.
the Apostles. .Most of the pilgrims of
the' Eastern churches believe that the
fire actually ornes down from heaven,
and that they are: able to agnite their
"candles from 'flames sent "by God. This
at two
Bholy fire appears precisely
o'clock la the ajternoon every Easter
Saturday in the- tomb, of the jloly. Se.All the. lights of the church
ASTER is one of pulchre.'.
bavs.teen put out beforehand, and the
festhegreat
staid for houra, ftnd wait for the
luo peopleCre.T Tlwreare holes In the walls
uvais. - ui.
holy

3s

Fl Well,"
PILLS
C cHSHIYEn
f
touea.
DOSE.
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For I love one Easter bonnet.
With a lot of things upon it,
)
Bright and gay.
For the face that's Juet below it.
And I care not If you know it
f
Right away.
PHILIP VERRILL MIGHELS.

MP ELL MUSIC CO. Denver

KODAKS

The Easter fire in particular, which
has not fallen into disuse even in oui
own times, In some parts of the south
of Germany, is probably of pagan 'orl-gin, and Its Institution,. like that of so
many ether of the corruptions which
disflguied the primitive churches,
seems not ..to have ' been altogethter
foreign to sound policy, for the most
respectable.' bishops had persuaded
themselves that the. Ignorant rustics
would more cheerfully renounce the
superstitions of paganism if they found
some resemblance, some compensation.
In the bosom. of Christianity. The old
chronicles record a twofold celebration of the Easter fire, the one held
within and the other outside the sacred edifice.
On Easter Eve it was usual for th
make a bonfire in the 'open
Jea to .which
all leavened bread was
air. Into
cast. In Jerusalem, at the present day
a ceremony ' is performed which is
called the "Miracle . of the Easter
Fire." The Latin churches have not
taken part' In this ceremony for the
last three hundred years. The Roman
Catholics protest against It, and It Is
now managed entirely by the Greek
and other churches of the Orient
,
With the Greeks.
The Greeks say that the miracle has
been celebrated ever since the days of

So say I.
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i
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So let's hang the bills for dollars,
That are stiff enough for collars
'
Yea, and high;
And pray for decent weather

age tfiakes J gallons.
Sold everywhere.
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Rootbeer

Invigorating,
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Not a man but likes the showing
Of the bonnets In their going"
Up the street;
And our admiration rightly
Do we give the eight is sightly.
And a treat.

is full of good health.
ing,
some
have
down

:
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For the witching maiden's feather,
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In Bt.
Pope oiiiclities thin dtty at iiit
Puter's, and he duns so with every Ira- poslug accessory that can be devlsud,
From a hall In the adjoining puluce of
the 'Vatican he Is borne Into the
church, uudor circumstances of the ut
most 'splendor.
In his Sedla
Seated
Gestatorla, his vestments bhiea with
gold) on his head be wears the tiara,
a tall round gilded cap representing
trlplq crown, which Is ,undnratood to
signify spiritual power, temporal pow
er and the union of both., lluslde him
are borne the "flabelll," or large fans,
composed of ostrich feathers, in which
are set the
e
pa,rts of peacock's
fcathurs, to signify the eyes or vigilance of the church. Over him Is borne
a silk canopy richly fringed. ' After
officiating at mass at the high altar
the Pope Is with the same ceramony
and to the sound of music borne back
through the crowded church to the bal
cony over the central doorway. There
rising from hik chair of state and p n- vironea oy ins principal omcers, ne
pronounces a boiicdtctton,' fclth. lndul
gence and absolution.' This Is the most
Imposing of ail ' the ceremonies ' at
Rome at this eason.
The crowd la
most dense immediately under the bal
cony at which the
Pope , appears, for
.,
.,
mure papers are inrovru
uowu cuuiuiu-In- g
a copy of the prayers that have
been uttered, and ordinarily there Is a
scramble to catch them. On the, even-In- g
of Easter Sunday the dome and
other exterior parts of St. Peter's are
beautifully illuminated with 'lamps.
If there be any country whlch( has
escaped the Invasion of civilization and
a revolution in manners It is assuredly
In the Tyrol. This
the Vorarlberg,
primitive region begins where the ordinary traveler stops, wearied with the
beauties of Switzerland, and hesitating
whether he should abandon the high
roads to rough It in the difficult passes
of these mountains. '

tq America, receive enormous guarantees to protect them against, any possible failure,1 and because they are not
American they appeal to what I can
only term American snobbishness."

The most notable of recent examples
of farce comedy of the sort that was
the rage some seasons ago is John J.
McNally's "Courted Into Court," which
is being played at the Bijou Theater by
lence were Miss Allen, Miss Conquest,
John C. Rice, Ada Lewis,
"Under May Irwin,
Mr. Backus, and
George W. Barnum, Joseph Starks,
the Red Robe" will probably run until Jacques
Kruger, "and other widely
well into the spring.
known and
farceurs. The
is of the
topsy"Heaitsease," the reconstructed play piece
order, bristling with ludicrous
turvy
C.
and
I.
Charles
Clarke
J.
Klein,
by
lines and complications that awaken
which serves to Introduce Henry Miller
of hilarity. ., Miss Irwin
as a star actor, was presented for the the heartiest
never
has
possessed
ta better vehicle
f first time in this city at the Garden for her unique talents,
and It Is perTheater a few tights ago. The play
to add that she takes
superfluous
haps
be
in
to
and
quite interesting,
pioved
spots exceedingly dramatic. The hero
of this drama is a young composer who
is very much in love with the daughter
of a man of title. . The obscure musician is in return the object of the affections of this same titled personage's
wife, who seaks to win his regard by
paying, his debts, without bis knowledge, and .otherwise assisting him to
the fulfillment of his ambition as a
composer. The Inevitable other fellow,
who alsd loves the young girl sought,
by the musician", interferes
the' hero In disastrous complications,
and succeeds, in addition, in stealing
his opera and producing it as hit own.
Thereois a fine and powerfully worked-up- .
scene In. the lobby of the Covent
Garden Theater, where the strains of
the stolen composition are heard by
the real, author, who, at the finish of
"V
MAY IRWIN.
the act seizos the: thief and accuses
;
,.
well-select-

touch-and-g-

V
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LIKE HUMAN FACES.
oolor. .They may be further decorated
by ,writing or drawing upon them with
a sharp knife or, by pasting upon them

little "scrap pictures' or the decalco-man-ie
pictures which all children-use.- '
Another style Is to heat' the egg first
by immersing in boiling water. Then
draw'upon It a picture, or write a name
and date with the end of a fallow
candle. If the egg is afterwafd colored by
dye, the' greased part will
be left a plain white, while the rest
"
pfthe. egg Is colored.
Faces can be drawn upon the eggs.
turning them- Into all sorts of funfly
caricatures. A- pale yellow egg may"
have a Chinaman's face, with paper hat
tnd pigtail glued on. An old woman's
face may .wear a cap or frilled .paper.
A rabbit's head may have .two long
ears and whiskers stuck on, and an
other,, egg niay have a fish face drawn
at pne end and have a' papei tail and
fins. A clown's face or a darky's with
a big paper; collar, may be represented. In fact, there Is ho end of the
you can think of when
funny
you once get started.
, Easter gaifces played 'with eggs were
always thougftlmuch of. Firm,
eggs were chosen, and one boy
held his egg, snjtll end down, and his
companion tried to break It by hitting
the point, of his own egg down on it
The one whose egg remained intact
was. the victor, and he was declared
a cock of one, two or three eggs,!' ac
cording to the number his egg had destroyed. The eggs were also used for
bails, and tossed up to see how loai
.
tray remalne'd unbroken.
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The, scene "Is followed by a duel full advantage of every opportunity!
between the two men. which Is Inter- presented to her by the playwright.
She sings three new "nigger" songs,'
rupted in time to suitably adjust the
various difficulties that have arisen. entitled respectively, "Crappy Dan,"
Mr. Miller does some thoroughly good "Hot Time In Old Town
work In this play. He may, Indeed, be and "MIstah Johnson, Turn Me Loose.".
credited "with having achieved distinct The flret mentioned of these contribusuccess upon his first venture. He fcas tions to contemporaneous melody la,
been surrounded by one of the ftist decidedly odd and will be widely pop--ulMiss Irwin and her company will!
put together In
supporting companies
.
several
It includes Gice doubtless remain at the Bijou for a.
Kimball; Louise Thorndyke BoucIcult,
long time to come.
Nannette Comstock, Edmund D. Ly
Four Bailing vessels are lost at sea'
ons, Ltslie Alleu, Nelson Wheatcrct,
Max Figman, and Frank Burbeck.
to one steamer.
.
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drees 10 Oar, THg NATIONAL BOOK CON. offer tbem "for eale" through tbe columns
reeort by Dr. rK H. Atkla.
till 0 o'clock before making a itart, but In tola
t
Dearborn at.; Cblcagt. Itt-aof tbla paper, togetber with all telegram
K. Holbroek. OAKS.
, Wm. A. Darold, Boston;
tend to dine with the flrat party at Mora.
and correspondence.
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- 8
tuveraaii,
jsprmg;
OB
a
SAL
At
Respectfullv.
lore on the
bargain,Arthur and Joa Holcman and Jack Man-n.
Max B. Mldmen,. Bobt.
M. Wil.
Jaun IXna; luttahle lor.
Will leave at I p. m. for Bapello. aad all
128 8t
Juarea. atezlco.
iuqulre of Wlae A Uoaeett.
8t.
Louis, book at th Depot.
Wood,
will make tbe borne run home together.
R. giawart, cUy;tf. B. Harvey,
Be law that la retroactive in nature oaer BailayviUe, Kaa.? Johtf Ball aad eon,
hold, water oa the etatuta booka' 'of any Wetrona; Frank Hamilton, Kaaeaa City;
'
11 iH 'J
country, to teachers' aalarlee and other Z. B. Longuevan, Mora, are marked oav
like. iodebtedneM, will probably not. be the Few Optic register. n.
rendered null and void by .tbaproyiaipna
C. A Logan, a member f tk green cloth
Of the Baieman btlt; however, in moat
BOTB'S , market I
ail eome, for. choice mbat at a moderate iuSbT
brigade who bad rich picking at tha Plana
hotel elub room hevLae Vagal,' ove a d
the teacben and pthara willbja
11
, JltaW
to
the best.lt ROTH'S IdeA.
onanty
i
' Joint,' all cut with kJU and ear, hi price I alwayi Juatand fall.
long time In getting their pay, provided it cade ago, went tbrongh the city for Lot
Of
ltn't kept np to tbe handle all tne time. v v. A ogeiee, laat evening, hie family reetdlag
Xhua.lf Beef ,Pork.Muttoa, yon auould eek, 'tis bare, treih all tbrougb the weeK
ia that city.
.'.The reaeon why Tn Omo'a date fine la
richness, ar always supremE
K'a eausts, 1P9U patron devta,-in
kKtep'tal Ton'U Had the tock complete, and prompt attention you will meeX
not changed from Eaat Lee Tegaa to Laa
PLACES OP WORM11P.
Vegaa ie that tbe poetal authoritiea require
that the data line of a newspaper,, ahaii
Bids Catholic Caoaoa. Flrat
correspond exactly with tha name of the meat at 6:501 aeeond aeaae at
high atae
acnearest pottofflce, else tha prvilegea.
eohool and Benediction at I.
matter cannot be .en- - at 10; Bunday
corded eecond-clai- t
''
;
, .,
Knwt B attiit Cactcs. The. pubUa are
eyed by the publisher.
Ah It
cordially
Invjted to attend tervlcee
The C. O. D. laundry ia taking a bold
both morn ins and ava log. Baa
chareh,
stand io inaistlng upon cash' payment for
school at i:46 a.m.; preaching at 11
work done. They ar right, though, abd day
a.m.'and 7:80 p.m. J B. Y. f. rj. at :45 pm.
coma
to
view
tbe
protheir patrons will yet
Ia h morning, th pastor will, dlecata,
position in it proper light. It ware Mtter "When the Father Die, WllJrthe Seat
'
-Goods
WitM
If tbe credit syeteaa wai dona away with
"God1
at
and
take
Place?"
their
night,
concerned.
all
tor
better
altogether
Silver aor
Standard of Valoe-Melt. in the various new fabrics and the
B. Vloerabelm, who ha been aoecaediog Gold." ' If "a bearer" askiog answer to
on Boh
latest toode in designs and colors,
welt in life and at th aame time preparing certain queatlona, will
i new
,;;,iroin 3
for death, aioce haviog reea an ordinary day night, the Information will be ven.
'
with little
;,,
dry goodt clerk in Laa Vega
'
ihese desirable garments
thought ot the day or the" morrow, baa
)PavVM Chcbcb. Servlcai,
Bt.
of materials, from
been down from Springer aad Trinidad,
great
variety
bonr at 10
rowi, at 11 a m.i Baoday
l".
f.VA
traniaoting business' with our wholesale o'clock . ;
"Is.50aptol7.50.
s.
i
;
dealer. .
;j'
Morn log tervice Tb Litany;
in scarlet, green, blue, brown
Don Joie L, Xpea arrived in town from manloa tervie; Solo, 'Tb falmt," Mr.
and
light .colored cheviot,
i
aytog Ieoett. Sermon VTha Triumphal afry
country point,,
sizes 2 to 6, at f 1.50 to $3.
"'
; r .:
.... .
'
;
nbibing about it partloularly, but it it of Chrlat.'t ,Mv
f'
"
i
known among hit personal frlende that, ha
Evening errlc at 7:30 o'clock. Bar
own as the best
mt wel1
'
1
mine
La
mile
of
within
tlx
mon-'tytal
developing
.tni, BplrUual aath.'C.
of
the kind, for
garment
or
out
are
turning
Vega that
euayins; '
ViTe have them from
l
6 years sizei at s to f
to
4
boyiywear
EfCntECri
M.
a
school
Fiast
Snaday
from $85 to 1100 per ' tdn. Strike Itrjoh ya),
'
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servlo at 11 a.m.
.'
1.
v.r :45a.m. 'Preaching
Joe, kill.'J'Th ' Conversion Of CorneUo1
toplr,,
who will petition !tb Clast
, Rloardo Alarld,
'Hrt. Claf
meeting, at
ne may or of Santa Fe for the,appolnt Teader:
else at that prioe handsonie
rs
and black.
.Freacblngjit Hot Spring, In tba
.':t ''
ha.
ment to.be HUr marabal, 1 a brother of
Mountain hod, M p.m. ;
tba
pf
parlor
a
.
''.--ex
.
v
.1.
Lanriano Alarld, who want with tba
ti
weeK surprises ior5
Bpworth t lagu dvatleoal,i'ar7' p.iaS'.--r
to a higher court than the tribunal
b p.m.; topio --rB in
Call early.
nstomtis.
trviot
rreacniog
In which they were o rapaatedly tried on
'
" "
wjot Ifalth..' ((T,
"'"':!
earth; '' '''
...
Ray, ,w.fo KBioHJCvPaatar.
'
Bone eatea ot scarlet fever; and a" death. V(
ClTT
at tht CJty HalJ, j,
or wo irom juiv paauiy nweeae,. are
AMtrtti eoijiocks &Uify
jtX
ported in the city, .. though it
"Cnruriad Armof?"Tb
was not mad , known ,a promptly err a
Dsbllo ar invited to attend.
bl(gfttpry-upoprovlsloa of aw. malca

wk,

r Graaf
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at home from 8prlnjr
Antonio Olone left for Puerto 4 . Lum
'
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fori!

Xenco Esitlit riacst Climate U Hi

'Roy Prentice

yesterday, till
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To arrlTe twice a weeav,
Tueadaj and Friday.

Lion and Ar
buckle Coffee, ;15cpkg.'
BATttRDAY EVENING. APRIL

10, 1897.

TOWN TOPICS
Habloo Lajaa
'

n on the' elk

!

Hat.'

'

i

- ,.
y
i..

Tb

county commlloDr

will

meet

again, on Monday.
' Th babe ot Mr. and Mr., AguatlnD!
r
gadq 'li ailing.
laad
and oil at
Buy your painte, white
Wagner & Myera'.Mesonio Tempi.. 124-VMrt. Roialla BiWe continue ..rlously
tick, aoroia tb lrr.
Gasolln only $1.00 for fit a gallonf, at
toe Model cam grocery.
tf

..

.

IIti
mmit

i.

'

Romero & Romero reoelred two One alfalfa-red
beerei from Watroua,. this morn'
;
ing.
Qentlemen will Had a'' obotoe line of
faebioaable neckwear for Kaater at II'
feld'a it will pay to tee It.
., ,H

Shoe Company.

r;cn

" '
'tariom.
rrea noainier li reponea' a.eu at viaj-to'

.

n.

At laat accoanu, be wat horerlag
between life and death.

W. U. Howe, of the hot epring precinct,
aent hli official bond ae road auperrieor to
the county board, y.

Better timee are coming, but Tic OftiO
it about at good a paper, thank you, It
'
they were better, right now.
if rt. J. B. Dickinson entertained the
Bhaketpoare club at the reeidenca of Mr;
'.
John Bobbin, latt evening.
Policeman Jim Cryatal) U notplng
broken toe, the result ot a too todden contact with the edge of a aidewaik.
'

A meeting of the atockboldera ot the Lai
Vegaa mining company will bs held at the
office ot W. A. QWeee, thlt evening.

bonds at par wat fa orably contldered by
tbe board ot regents ot that Institution.
Probate court will be opened next
Uouday for tbe transaction of bualneta, on
till toe. third
tbe tame day it adjourning
'
day of May.
from
Jacob Sbobe, a bealth-acek.

Mia-tonr- t.

baa bad hie ticket extended and, will
wo joy Hew Mexico aunabine until tome
time in June.
Billy Reed baa been cheeing dowa the
pedigree ot bit Jertey bull and flnda that
et
of
it taket a
paper
balf-ahe-

tocpntainlt.

eight-coluu- io

"!.

s

Mrt. Edward Henry wa able to walk
down to the central part of town,
for the flrat time in weeka, tinner her epeil
y,

of aorloua alckneaa.

.

'

"'

'

aent a force of men
Henry Ggke y
to tbe eaatern part of the oottnty, ' In anticipation of an early and unnauatl profitable lambing aeason.
i-

6.A. Rotbgeb

will probably toon
in butineaa at either "Klliabethtown
or Red Rlrer City. He learea tor tbota
morning.
pointe,
e,

Ataauor Adelaido Gobzelaa la endeavoring to make ae good an aaaaeementat .be
'
poeelbly can. In order, 'to, lmprore oondi-tlo- n
qt thinga in the country generally. "
,

'

It It

reported that the frnlt crop, along
the upper Peoot, bat been badly damaged
by late froata. It being predicted that not
more than bait a crop will be barveated.

-
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Vo,

know.-- -

"

,

,:,

The votes cast at the recent city election
were officially eanvaiaed, laat evenings by
tbe juttloeof the peace and the city clerk
in aocordaaoe with the provitiont of law,
,f
'
made and provided. !i
'i
;

as possible.
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,
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i
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Cash Novelty Dry Goods Store

'.

u.

101-t-

ladncemtat Sale ef

DRESS GOODS.
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"

.

This Week Only, at
cts a Yard.

bed-roo- m

Mt

a

1

,
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WRAPPERS

na

Ki-s&-

All the new weaves, chev.
ot tweeds, plaids, checks
and Henriettas, sold everywhere at 25 to' 50 cents,

'

txt

i--
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Newline in PERCALES. SATEEN,;
and CALICO. Full ' Skirts, best
make. All sizes.

v

75 cts., up

ot

Prices,

et

ttoaep-ralaln-

M--

Dptnion
WiJi.
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P.
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t

hr,

jfigel ar;'
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flooded

St.. EAST LAS VBQA5.

SIXTH.

her

'

SprihgWiraps

'

J

JJ

J

j

throughout New furniture has been put n
and it is now a

HOUSE

FIRST-CLAS- S

m

.

-

It has been thoroughly'
renovated and remodeled

is Now open.

&

lK
!Kii

in Every Line.

jSew

&, Bro.

Henry Levy

.

'.

In every respect and wilt be run in excellent order by it,
new proprietor, k.
wno will do nw very
6;ixwaki.
.
t
ia
ucai 10 insure ine comiori ot gucsis.
,.
Kates to ouit tne I imes.

1

t.

a-

j.

5

-
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tojis.

o

.v.;WK.-paAcj"Pato-

d CIJitT'-5'''Dr VPJ?.
lamina,

'
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An-Co-

;

ICfiUdreii's Reefers

H-i-

y.

for the Standard
Paper Patterns, for 5 cts. and up.
Only Agents

J.t

Puhli

-

"fnr
plUr

Oea. W. Hlckox A Hluea
El Paso, Texea

Geo. W. Hickox & Co.

....

-

QhlH-- VtflScfti
VV(aibl&

,

Oce. W. HIck.i A Ca.,
SeaUFe.N.'M..

JewBlBra aqd SilvBramittis
Fine Watch Repairing; a Specialty.

,'

nevv-oold-

J

:IAW HlCtOr' KnHHofij?wi?

v

r.

1

lffrTffE

'.

HXtV-J-r-reachl-ng

prvlnc

Plaza

jtuj

arr iDJi

Manufacturer of

-

w--

Bor-reg-

3

Mexican Filigree Jewelry.
Official

Inspectors A., T?
F. R. R

;.&'.S.

.

f

lf, ''
.
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mora.
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Sngtheer Qoss and Welch ar laying
InatvatMfi
Engine t0 I but of the Lat Vtgaa'aht

I
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.

-

fitei'

h&t-gbf-

V'jw

Aveaue,

,

East Las Vegas, N.M.

at the

,

It Is th. magnet!
ef the valaee
we are a bowing; that vauaca tbe
tq
their Inter,
wear,
peopl.
buy,
at are pretectekiaososaiKaKao.

lowest velues.

A combination

ter

y

Linen. Specials
Bnek towels, each, at

.

121-2- c

Damask Napkins, per dot $11.21-All Linen Toweling, per ,d

OrBetBe Spread.'..

61-2- c

4

of all

nt

WAISTS and SKIBTS for the
New style

1;

f

Udies.

lllk waist

2

New. style dress skirts

SU3-$7.-

23

Hew waists, laondried Sifi to

2.43

Be sure and visit our Furniture Department. We sell Furniture on easy terms.

Ts,
Janitat

li..llrlcy

""'

rr't

Rallraad

etlA

Spring dresl goods

of tbt'Rafon

K- -

v

Watches Rated
With
Marine
Chronometer.

wool and silk ota price we never have Ixffln able to offer before
Do not wall? till it isall old at,
yard, only...
Awt

:i

!:if:s" rat.;

aw-

atrrj

Rosenthal Bros.

"'
,
'r!t'of tht Atcu- ...JackCampbeU,
Ko 'LVdyur CojcC'
a
RaWn.i
at
ipa
Hajmdn, of the ator dapetmnt,
tor lopeaa ana &ans' vtty on id
r(y
morning trains
.
John-ARot, th traveling 'engineer, la
at aome to apens a xew nonrt,9vr Bundajr,
'
wHk hla famllT..: vfW
K D. 8owera a former At klta aagl
aar, qui of Raton, haaoarlt)l aimlIat
poittlon la.014 JffcJoo.'
Fir man Thos, B, Bowatt ft lavlctr off
anal Tlramaa Evan at k
&
siTgla Hi
hot daring bit ebspnee. ,r,M

foreman

"

TaVv"

off,

shops, ha eonjf down to Las
prob
ftb!y to acctct th pleo. of
...
Macblnlsi
ha wat not mar- rld " upon hit rec.nt trip to tbe
A large number of ad minlstraton and
t)uU City. P.rhap h may, next tlaae,
... ...
though, v1"'
guardians, who failed to render due report
MOST PERFECT MADS. .
ot their respective duflee aa tucb, will be
Jl. W. Il'cColgan, the poputerjoa of En.
gratified by the court in a abrt time A pure Crape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fret g'aeer McCoi;an, has pc.iti the tucr- -, TIgnorance ot the law, excusea nobody' from Ammonia, Alum or any otb7 tdMtaraiit. tlv Maitioa a stfltd '' fclk!Kliih' ajt 'tha- . r-- i'
i::t.
Ta though, it b9 vvi(-ut-

t v....
a -

Texe.

c

offljoUtlng,

a1-

. E. Lyon.ttationed at Raton, bat been
appointed an authorized iutpector for Hew
Hoxico't tanitary board, and wilt Impact
and releaae at Raton all cattle from north-er- a
and eaatern pointe that are entitled to
enter New Mexico via the Atchiaon line.'

El Paao,

--

pt held la the (ynagocua,
pg, at 11 o'olookiLodwlg Ilfeld

hT

Watch

n

Optic reader can have no. kio coming atteoamif phyaan y tf
on tbe amount ot reading matter In the paAt th ehat aide fir department meeting,
per, this evening that it, nnjeai they arc
W. w. Frlgtnore and Cha
more buaily engaged In tbla world' affaire laat evening;
to confer with the
were
Bohlott
appointed
than tbey are thought to be.
E. Romero host company,' with regard to
ThQ?e pilla I Aak ('"ley Kadulpby who plan forth coming tournament and' hoi
if
wat prevewtaa, from tome eauee, from at- racea.'
tending a called meeting of the normal
Th i bfflo of mechanical expert and po
However, axoutet are iallat hat been created by reildeat Blp
aoboql board.
nighty eaiily trumped up, lometimee,
W.'C. l8qalre.,,,aoTreIy,r
It la tajd that the ColtaX' 'eobnty com- - Idch.j' iapojiited to i)t ."pyaUlon,
. .., .
as topeaa.
xt
'
t '
jnlttlonen are
great deal, .ot uaaquariere
Ji'
lj 'nl,' .1
trouble In trying to get together at Aprrag
ar. The bone of coutentioa le aaid to be
Honors World1 Fair.
the calling of that epeclai county teat alec-tlo- Highest
Don Juan Jaramlllo, tbe eaw mill man of
If annslltaa, and .the man who atill ram
the flrat water taw mill aver itarted In thii
oounty, hai bean In town eeveral dayt
with bualneit at tbe eeveral office! In tbe
ooort houae.
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BostonGloth NQ H OUSE
Jake JSloolr.

;Madani:;M.'J.Sfflitli;

5,-

12:1S-p.m.-

B. F. Foreytbe, R., C. Oldham, John
Veilich and pick Heater bagged eixteen
duckt on Cbai. Wright't lake yetterday.
Attraoted thither by alterative water, yon

soonv

"

M

50c

1

'

.

Eight Silters are now In charge, under
the mother aaperlor, at 8t Anthony sanl
.

8-1--
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,

Cbai. H. Bporlader it indlspoaad,
'

kee

mm

53c Cl

1

Overshirts, Large assortment
from 25c each up. Men's
fast black hose
per
pa!rV Fin
town and they all go in the
Closing out iSale. Parties are
after my store building and
these goods must be sold as

-

,

j,.rg
1.33

-

. .. ' lenno underwear per garment Summer Underwear
suit . -

.

Fleisehman's Yeast

Prices in Clotliiugi

W Nice Plaid Men' tulU
A good flan's Shoe
-

"al

,f $3
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Boots,
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ROSENTHAL BROS.
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